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FOREWORD
This report, presented in three volumes, provides the results of a two-motor Delta Qualification
2 program conducted in 1993 to certify the following enhancements for incorporation into
Booster Separation Motor (BSM) flight hardware:
• Vulcanized-in-place nozzle aft closure insulation
• New iso-static ATJ bulk graphite throat insert material
• Adhesive EA 9394 for bonding the nozzle throat, igniter grain rod/centering insert/igniter case
• Deletion of the igniter adapter insulator ring
• Deletion of the igniter adapter/igniter case interface RTV
• Deletion of Loctite from igniter retainer plate threads.
The enhancements above directly resulted from (1) the BSM Total Quality Management (TQM)
Team initiatives to enhance the BSM producibility, and (2) the necessity to qualify new throat
insert and adhesive systems to replace existing materials that will not be available.
Testing was completed at both the component and motor levels. Component testing was
accomplished to screen candidate materials (e.g., throat materials, adhesive systems) and to
optimize processes (e.g., aft closure insulator vulcanization approach) prior to their incorporation
into the test motors. Motor testing w consisting of two motors, randomly selected by USBI's on-
site quality personnel from production lot AAY, which were modified to accept the enhancements
were completed to provide the final qualification of the enhancements for incorporation into
flight hardware.
This report addresses the motor level test results, with summary discussions of the component
level testing where appropriate. Volume I discusses the results obtained from the Delta
Qualification 2 testing. Volume II details the environmental testing (vibration and shock)
conducted at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to which the motors were subjected prior to
static testing. Volume III provides various supporting documentation to Volumes I and II,
including the analyses and plans that governed the testing of the two Delta Qualification units.
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10 General Information
2.O
1.1 Scope
This test procedure addresses all the requirements to perform
pyro shock testing on Booster Separation Motors (BSM).
Included in this procedure are the steps to assemble the BSM
to the aR skirt support brackets.
1.2 Objective
The objectiveofthe pyro shock test£ngisto verify the physical
and functional survivabilityof the Booster Separation Motors.
Of particular interest for these tests are the components
bonded using EA9394 adhesive. The components using this
adhesive include the throat insert,the centering insert,and the
igniter grain support rod.
ADuHcable Documents
MSFC-STD-513A Certificationof Equipment Operations and
Materials Handling Personnel
EG5300.36A Safety
29 CFR 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA)
NSS/GO 1740.9 Safety Standard forLifting Devices and Equipment
NHB 1700.1(V1) Basic Safety Manual
AMC-R 385-I00 Safety Manual
EP01-SOP.01 Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical
Operations
MM 1700.4 Safety and Environmental Health Hazards
MMI 1700.17 MSFC Procedures for Acquiring Shipping Permits for
Rocket Motors and Igniters
MMI 1710.1 Safety Review and Approval of Hazardous and Potentially
Hazardous Facilities and Activities at MSFC
MMI 1710.6 MSFC Program for Personnel Certification
MMI1711.2 Mishap Reporting and Investigation
&0
M_IIl_5.1 Hazard Communication Program
MMI 6400.2
MSFC-RQMT-1493
Packaging, Handling, and Moving Program Critical
Hardware
Electrostatic Discharge Control Requirements
MSFC-STD-1800 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Control for Propellant and
Explosive Devices
MSFC-STD-126E Inspection, Maintenance, Proof Testing and Certification
of Handling Equipment
CSD-5597-93-1 Rev. B Enhanced Delta Qualification Test Plan for Booster
Separation Motor (BSM), Aug. 6, 1993
IOSPC-0067 Rev. A Specification for Booster Separation Motors for Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (thru SCN 014)
SMuts
&l The following safety criteria are in accordance with ET01-SOP-
01, Rev. A., "Standard Operation Procedures for Safety Critical
Operations". If safety rules/regulations are not followed,
injury to personnel and/or damage to test items could occur.
Emergency telephone numbers are as follows:
Safety 4-(X)46
Ambulance 112
Fire 117
Security 4-4357
Utilities 4-3919
Medical Center 4-2390
Communication Repair 4-1771
3.1.1 In the event of serious personnel injury, do not move the
injured person unless necessary to prevent further serious
injury. Call 112 for ambulance.
3.2 Prior to starting work in 4619 a visual inspection of the work
area shall be made for anomalies by the MSFC TE and MSFC
MSFC TE . _t_
/ -
Date/Time: _qlZ_11_
MSFC SE
_:oo p,._.
I,,
&3
3.4
&5
&6
3.7
38
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
Personnel shall not work or position themselves beneath
suspended loads unless such loads are securely and
adequately blocked up.
Objects handled by overhead hoist shall be lifted only high
enough to clear fixed objects in the path of travel. Spreader
bars and slings may be leR on the hoist if desired when not in
use, but must be raised so that the lowest part of the liRing
equipment will be at least seven feet from the floor when not in
use.
Crane, hoist, prime lift operators, and riggers shall be certified
according to the latest revision of MMI 1710.6, and shall have
in their possession a valid certification card.
Certifications checked by: , //_
Date /Time: 07/z#]qz _.o o
Personnel working around suspended loads shall be alert to
the possibilityof being crushed between the suspended load
and a fixed object.
Loads shall be moved slowly so they will not accumulate more
momentum than can be stopped with little or no swing.
Where handling slings are called out, a sling with more
pickup points than required may be used ifthe weight capacity
per point used is equal or greater than the weight capacity of
each point of the noted sling and the free pickup point is(are)
secured to prevent it(them) from swinging and causing
damage to parts.
Only the area coordinator should direct the crane moves,
however, any person determining an immediate danger or
problem may request stoppage of activities.
The lifting or transportation operation shall be halted by the
area coordinator at any time the control area cannot be
maintained.
Steel toe shoes are required during lifting operations.
Hardhats are required when the liR is at or above the
shoulders.
Tag line operators are to wear leather gloves.
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3.13 The primary safety hazards associated with this operation are:
3.13.1 LiR operations
3.132 Solvent Use (See NOTE)
3.13.3 Live (Loaded) Solid Rocket Motor (propellant
handling)
NOTE: Grease and solvent use are only '_if needed" as
determined by the MSFC TE and CSD TE.
3.14 Any time a crane is being used, it must be dogged if:
3.14.1 The load will be suspended in a static condition for an
extended amount of time.
3.14_2 A crane operator crew change or substitution must be
made.
3.15 No electricpower tools shall be used near the livetest item.
Use ofpneumatic toolsis acceptable.
3.16 All ground cables and ground straps end-to-end resistances
shall be verified with a multimeter. These resistances
must measure less than 1 ohm.
3.17 All personnel within touching distance of the BSM or ordnance
shall wear a wrist strap that has been checked with a wrist
strap checker.
3.18 All personnel within touching distance of open grain
propellant (and ordnance) shall wear antistatic coveralls.
3.19 Wrist strap connections to facilityground must be verified. This step
should be performed each time the wrist strap ground is broken.
3_0 In case of an accidental BSM ignition, the nearest fire alarm pull
station shall be activated in order to evacuate building 4619.
Personnel shall stay clear of the test site until the emergency
response personnel have given the "all clear" to return to the
building.
Test Items nnd Te_t Reoulremp.nts
4.1 Test Items
The test item for the qualification pyro shock tests consists of a
live BSM which will be tested in the aft motor configuration.
The motor will be tested with an aero heat shield over the exit
cone. The motor weighs approximately 154 pounds.
9
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4.3.1
4.3.1.1
4.3.1.2
4.3.L3
Test Requirements
Test Tolerances
Unless otherwise stated in this procedure, the tolerances
applicable to the test conditions described shall be as specified
in MIL-STD-810D. These tolerances are as follows:
Shock Response Spectrum: 4-6dB, -3dB
(when analyzed with a 1/3 octave shock
spectrum analyzer and 5% damping)
Test Data
All data taken with non-recording instruments will be
recorded in ink directly onto data sheets and/or log sheets.
The log or data sheets will identify the test being performed, the
test item, the item part number, and the applicable test
procedure. Corrections or changes will be made by drawing a
single line through the original entry. The new entry will be
made directly above the old and initialed by the person making
the entry. Each page will be signed and dated at the bottom of
the page by the person making the entries, and counter signed
by the test engineer aRer review.
Test Conditions
The pyrotechnic shock tests for both motors will be conducted
at the test site's ambient temperature.
The MSFC TE shall check with the Army MET team to ensure that
there is no lightning within I0 miles.
(MET team phone number ....876-2465).
Iflightning is within I0 miles during any time that a live
BSM is in building 4619, the MSFC TE shall make
arrangements to disconnect the motor ground from the
facility ground. The motor shall remain ungrounded until
the lightning is out of range.
When reconnecting the ground aRer a lightning storm, a
100Kohrn resistor should be connected to the ground wire from the
motor before connecting to facilityground. This allows any charge
on the motor to slowly dissipate to ground. The resistorshould be
left; connected for no less than SO seconds.
Afar the specified time, disconnect the ground wire from
facility ground and remove the resistor. Reconnect the
ground strap from the motor to facility ground.
10
4.3.2
4.5.2
The test site'srelativehumidity must be above 20%. Ifthe humidity
isbelow 20%, alltest operations must cease until favorable weather
conditions resume.
Test site'srelativehumidity _"Z _ _VISFC TE
Test Equipment
All measurements shall be made with instruments and
equipment whose accuracy and/or calibration has been
verified.
Calibration Acceptable /_ (MFSC TE)
Proof Loading of Handling Equipment (required for PCH)
The heaviest liftduring allof the delta qualificationtesting
will be liRing the motor while in its shipping container.
The motor and shipping container together weigh about 310 Ibs.
All forkliRs and overhead hoistsmust be load (break) tested
to at least 110% of thisweight (i.e.350 Ibs.).This testmust be
performed prior to any handling of the BSM but does not need to
be repeated until something other than the BSM is liftedby the
same handling equipment. It is therefore recommended that
the break tests be performed each evening before the BSM testing
commences. The break tests shall be performed as follows:
a. The proof load must be at least350 Ibs.
b, Liftthe dummy load clear of the ground (lessthan I foot)and
lower to ground three times, holding for fiveminutes on the
third liR. Lifting straps and spreader bar should be attached
during the lift.
SEE APPENDIX E FOR THE PROOF TEST INSPECTION SHEETS.
Test Procedure
After review and documented approval, a redline change to
this procedure may be performed. Approval shall be by a
minimum of MSFC TE, MSFC SE, and the MSFC QA.
As soon as possible after a test failure, a deviation from the
specified test environment, or any other incident which affects
the test or test item, MSFC will notify the authorized UT/CSD
representative of the event verbally and will then generate a
Test Procedure Deviation (NASA form 3959). A copy of the Test
11
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5.0
Procedure Deviation is presented in Appendix B. Photographs
of any discrepancies shall also be taken.
Personnel Resnonmibilltiq,_
5.1 Test Witnessing
All tests will be witnessed by the authorized UT/CSD
representative and USBI representative. The MSFC test
engineer will also witness the testing. Notification of the start
of each test shall be communicated to the authorized UTICSD
and USBI representatives and the MSFC safety representative
and testengineer at least 2 hours in advance.
MSFC Safety Notified
UT/CSD Notified J/J_
5_ The MSFC TE will serve as the area coordinator for the
test. All handling of the BSM will be directed by the
MSFC TE or cognizant test engineer.
5.3 Jim Herring (pyro shock) shall be responsible for
photographic coverage of the pyro shock test activities.
5.4 The area around the outside of the pyro shock facility shall be
secured before the U._ BSM is brought to the pyro shock test site.
Area secured? _ NO ___MSFC
Comments:
5.5
5.6
5.7
The MSFC TE shall notify the fire department prior to delivery [_'f
of the BSM. (Fire dept. phone #...117).
The MSFC TE shall make arrangements for the live BSM to be _/
delivered from the NASA igloo to the pyro shock test site.
All involved lab directors and division chiefs shall be notified [_/
prior to testing.
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6.0 Pvroteebnle Shock Test
fzl Test Site Preparatory Activities
-- I
An inspection shall be made of the hardware to ensure itis all
available. Should some hardware be missing the cognizant
test engineer shall determine whether those components are
required for the safe operation of the procedure. Should they
not be required for safe operations, the test engineer shall
determine whether an operations halt is required or whether
the operations may proceed.
6.1.1 Verify the following components, tools and materials are
available and certified (when applicable). All lifting equipment,
cables, fixtures, etc.., within one year stating the load limit and
the date tested stencilled on the equipment.
Aft BSM Plate Mounting Hardware:
_ Nomenclature
EWB0420-8-23 6 Bolts*
EWB0420- 10-(20,-32) 2 Bolts*
TIh41021CPD2-8 6 Nut (SelfAligning)
TLN1023CD3-10 2 Nut (SelfAligning)
NAS1587-8C 6 Washer
NAS1587-10C 2 Washer
* 10107-XX-XX series bolts are acceptable alternates (-20 for
pyro, -32 for vibration)
Aft BSM Bracket Mounting Hardware:
NAS1955C10H 8
NAS1957C13 12
NAS1587-5C 8
NAS1587-7C 12
NAS1587-7 12
VN324BC070 12
Nomenclature
Bolts
Bolts
Washers
Washers
Washers
Locknuts
NASI10_I0 14
Fasteners Accounted For:
Breakover brackets 2
Lifting D-rings
Aero Heat Shield
Fasteners
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Spreader bar with associated liftingstraps and D-rings
Custom wood supports to horizontally support the BSM
Tool Box with Assorted Wrenches Rm 170, Bldg. 4619
(See Appendix D for detailed toollist)
Pre-drilledWood Palletto fitaft skirtsupport bracket bolt
holes
Lifting straps (3)
SN: _ _c)
SN: 3_oI
SN: _ _'_"
Desiccant (12, 16 unit sizebags)
Rubber mallet
Lead wire seal (forsecurity bag)
Forkli_ (atleast 500 lb.capacity)
ESD Scanner
Materials
1,1,1Trichloroethane; I bottle(enough for cleaning)
MIL-G-4343 grease; I container (AHS seal)
MIL-T-83483 thread compound; I container (AHS)
Conoco HD-2 grease; I container (bolts, faying surfaces)
Other consumables, including rimple cloth, que-tips, tape,
bags and towels are also to be supplied if needed.
Gloves (Latex)
Ground straps
Wrist stats (5 each)
Stat gun (1 each)
Ohm meter (1 each)
Wrist stat checker (1 each)
Chemical safety goggles (2 each)
100 Kohm resistor(1 each)
EJ
tJ
E_
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6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.1.7
6.1.8
6.1.9
6.1.10
All hardware accounted for: /_ _t _,t_,s te_ i_ MSFC TE
After the truck has arrived with the motor, the engine should be
turned offand the emergency brake engaged. Chock at least one of
the truck's wheels.
Truck braked and wheel chocked: _/_ MSFC TE
A sign with the word "LOADED" should be attached to the motor
shipping container.
Attach a ground strap (long enough to reach the shipping
container on the truck) to the pyro facilityground and verify
the resistance. Resistance must be less than I ohm.
Resistance measured: 0.7-fl- MSFC QA
CAUTION: Make New Ground Before Braking Old Ground.
Touch the free end of the ground wire to the truck chassis to make
sure the truck and the facilityare at the same potential,then,
connect the free end of the ground strap to motor shipping
container (not to lidor lidbolts).
Check continuity of shipping container to ground strap using
an ohm meter. Resistance should measure less than 1 ohm.
Resistance Measured O" I --(_- MSFC QA __
Disconnect shipping container-to-truck tie down apparatus.
Move tiedown out of the way.
Disconnect shipping container to truck chassis ground.
CAUTION: Do Not disconnect the motor's ground wire while
removing from the truck.
Using the fork lift,remove shipping container from truck and set
container on the floorin the testroom where itmay be easily
acceded by personnel and the overhead crane. If deemed necessary
by the MSFC TE, the overhead crane may be used to remove the
shipping container from the truck.
ForkliR used: _ no Crane used:
The truck may exit the test area at this time.
yes
NOTE: If the truck does not leave the site at this time, the
driver will coordinate the exit with the MSFC TE.
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6.1.11
6.1.12
6.1.13
6.2.1.1
The large pyro bay doors should be "dosed in" but left "cracked"
open during the assembly and pyro test operations.
Install the shock test Control equipment on the pyro plate
as illustrated in Figure 1 (see Appendix C).
Equipment installed /_ , MSFC TE
The pyrotechnic shock test will be conducted in the aft
motor configuration.
Pyro Test Setup
Record the test site'stemperature and relativehumidity. The relative
humidity shall be above 20%. Ifthe humidity isnot above 20%, alltest
operations must halt until favorable weather conditions resume.
Temperature: _ °F; Relative Humidity _'-_ %
Remove Motor From ShiDnin_ Container
Verify wrist straps are being used by ALL personnel while
working with the livemotor. All wrist straps shall be checked
with a wrist strap checker before being used. Continuity checks
shall be performed on all main ground straps after making any
new groun_:7/?ion.
MSFC SE {f'V_
Position shipping container so that the overhead crane can
easilyattach to the testitem (thisstep necessary only iffork lift
positioning was not adequate for crane attachment.)
CAUTION: When using the ESD scanner and the electrostatic
reading on the motor case surface exceeds 1.0
kilovolt, stop all activities on the case, initiate
personnel fall back (a minimum of 4 feet) and
notify safety.
After initial reading over 1.0 kilovolt, repeat electrostatic
reading at intervals not to exceed 5 minutes until the
the voltage has dissipated below 1.0 kilovolt. When
the reading is below 1.0 kilovolt, removal operations may
continue.
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If after 30 minutes the measured electrostatic charge
is in excess of 1.0 kilovolt, Verify facility ground. If
connection to facility ground is open, reconnect through
larger resistor (100 Kohm min.) to allow a slow
discharge of the motor case.
If the electrostatic reading on the case surface exceeds
4.0 kilovolts, STOP all activities on the case, notify
safety, and evacuate all personnel to safe locations
as directed by safety.
WARNING: Do not remove the nozzle's security bag and weather
seal Removing the bag and seal will expose the
propellant grain and increase the risk of motor
ignition.
6.2.1.2
6.2.1.3
6.2.1.4
6.2.1.7
Open the shipping container and remove all the packing that
interferes with the removal of the test item. Monitor static
charge while removing packaging.
RecordStatGunreading _'_;]'_ J _'_, : /'_ol
RecordSN of Stat Gun C o ¢,yc)
CALrrION: Make New Ground Before Braking Old Ground.
Attach a ground wire to the pyro facilityground and verify its
resistance. Resistance shall measure less than 1 ohm. This
wire should be attached at a location close to the BSM.
Resistance measured 0, b_/.. MSFC QA _-_
Attach the ground wire in step 6.2.1.3 from the facility ground
to the live BSM.
Disconnect the motor to shipping container ground wire.
Attach two Hfling rings (along with lifting strap) to the BSM's
aR section,180 ° apart.
Certifications for all lifl_g fixtures shall be provided:
Lifting beam assembly certification provided b4_
Lifting rings (D-rings) /1_
17
CAUTION: When using the ESD scanner and the electrostatic
reading on the motor case surface exceeds 1.0
kilovolt, stop all activities on the case, in/tiate
personnel fall back (a minimum of 4 feet) and
notify safety.
After initisd reading over 1.0 kilovolt, repeat electrostatic
reading at intervals not to exceed 5 minutes until the
the voltage has dissipated below 1.0 kilovolt. When
the reading is below 1.0 kilovolt, removal operations may
continue.
If after 30 minutes the measured electrostatic charge
is in excess _ 1.0...kilovolt, Verify facility ground. If
connection facility ground is open, reconnect through
larger resistor (100 Kohm rain.) to allow a slow
discharge of the motor case.
If the electrostatic reading on the case surface exceeds
4.0 kilovolts, STOP all activities on the case, notify
safety, and evacuate all personnel to safe locations
as directed by safety.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
6.2.1.8 Slowly, monitorin; static ct/a_-_e, _ the motor out of the
container using the overhead crane. Lower the test item
so that the forward end of the motor is at waist height.
A detailed visual inspection shall be performed by the MSFC
test engineer and the CSD test engineer on the live test items
before testing. Record the motor's serial number.
Damage (detail in attachment)
/0007
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
6.2,1.9 Attach the "break-over" brackets and lifting strap on [
the forward end of the motor (see Figure 2, Appendix C).
CAUTION: Do Not disconnect the ground wire while breaking the
motor to the horizontal position.
]8
CAUTION:
6.2.1.10
The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Lower the motor on its wood supports so that the motor rests
horizontally. The MSFC TE will designate someone to hold the
lifting strap on the forward end while placing the motor in the
horizontal position (see Figure 3, Appendix C). The person holding
the strap should be wearing a wrist strap.
Unhook the liRing straps and remove lifting hardware.
Re-attach the lilting hardware for bracket installation. Attach
lifting straps in the saddle position (see Figure 4b, Appendix C).
62.2 Attach Motor to the Aft Skirt SUDDort Brackets
Steps 6.2.2.1and 6.2.2.2may be skipped ifdeemed "not necessary"
by the MSFC testengineer and the CSD test engineer. However,
the fasteners should stillbe installed with grease applied.
Iftime permits, all of the cleaning and surface preparation
may be done before the testdate.
CAUTION: When using trichloroethane,personnel shall wear
chemical goggles and neoprene-Latex gloves.
Contaminated materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
CAUTION: When using grease, personnel shall wear Neoprene-
Latex gloves. Contaminated materials shall be
disposed of as hazardous waste.
6.2.2.1 Wipe laying surfaces clean with 1,1,1trichloroethane
and apply an unbroken film of HD-2 to each surface.
After assembly remove excess grease with a li_-free cloth.
Surfaces wiped at this time:
Grease applied at this time: YYess--_N°---_
CAUTION: When using trichloroethane,personnel shall wear
chemical goggles and neoprene-Latex gloves.
Contaminated materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
CAUTION: When using grease, personnel shall wear
Neoprene-Latex gloves. ContRminAted materials
shall be disposed of as hazardous waste.
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6Y,Z2 Clean washers and bolts with
installwet with HD-2 grease.
grease with a lint-freecloth.
Washers cleaned at thistime:
1,1,1 trichloroethane and
ARer assembly remove excess
Yes No _//_
CAUTION: Make sure the motor remains properly grounded
during the move to position the test item.
6.2.2.3 Position the motor on the wood supports so the forward and aR
brackets can be easilyattached. Leave liftingstraps attached.
6.2_4 At forward end of BSM installNASI955C10H bolts with
NAS1587-5C washers (8 #aces) through supports and into
threaded insertsof BSM and torque to 145 to 170 in-lbs(13 to
14 R-Ibs)above running torque.
Torque value: /60 , _-//_ _ MSFC QA
Record SN of torque wrench: _- -Z__'7- (o _ C4-(ozt)
NOTE: The forward attach bracket has an alignment pin so
there is only one way it can be installed.
NOTE:
6.2.2.5
6.2.3
6.2.3.1
Be sure the aft attach bracket is in correct alignment
with the forward bracket before installing the aft
attach bracket bolts.
At aftend ofBSM installNAS1957C13 bolts with NAS1587-7C _/i
washers (under bolt head), NAS1587-7 washers (under nut) and
VN324BC070 locknuts _placesY_md torque to 460 to 540 in-lbs _ _-_ _
(39 to 45 R-lbs) above r_m_gtomue _ _ "_ _--_v/_/r'N__ _._'_-_ .V
Recerd SN of torque wrench: '-o_tp%-/o_ (4--to":}-') ti_,Hb) __0_,
Bracket Cover Installation w#t t ¢_/
Bracket cover required? Yes____NoV /
If yes above, the 1/4 inch diameter bolts shall be torqued to
90-110 inch-pounds above running torque. The 5/16 inch
diameter bolts shall be torqued to 185-200 inch.pounds (16 to 17 ft-lbs)
above running torque.
MSFC QA "---Torquevalue: ....
Record SN oftorque wrench:
2O
--_Motor 90 De_rees for Pvro Plate Mounfin_ _ _t _'_/_
I, _ and remove the bracket to inspection plate_es_n_neners. [ ]
• _ fasteners in a labeled bag.
_th the test item resting on the b_, unhook the belly straps [ ]
• _ the horizontal stabilizing.balf(lLedng straps should stiU be in
je choked position _ in Figure 4a, Appendix C).
Wrap the he--raps around the motor on each end as shown in [ ]
_saddle configuration, Appendix C).
ON: Personnel shall not work under or place any body part
under a suspended load.
_rlON: Be careful not to disconnect the motor's ground wire
during the Hfting and rotation operation.
Lift the motor and brackets to waist height using the overhead
f crane so that the motor can be rotated.
Holding the motor by the support brackets, rotate the motor
$0 degrees so that the brackets can be mounted on the pyro plate.
i# VJse the overhead crane to move the test item to the mounting areaon the pyro plate.
_ach the Brackets and Shims to the Pvro Plate
_INDER: Be sure to put the custom shims in their correct
positions and orientation before sliding bolts
through the pyro plate.
_ALFrION: When using grease, personnel shall.wear Neoprene-
Latex gloves. Contaminated materiab shall he
disposed of as hagardons waste.
qvAtrrv
Install wet with grease (HD-2) EWB0420-8-23 belts (10107-8-23
_ternate) with NAS1587-8C washers and TLN1021CPD2-8 self-
nuts at "A', "B', and "I)" positions (as marked on
ampports, 6 places) and torque to 605 to 710 in-lbs above running
torque. At the "C" position, install EWB0420-10-20 bolts
(10107-10-20 alternate) with NAS1587-10C washers and
_t_1023CD3-10 serf-aligning nuts (2 places) and torque to 1175 to
1380 m-lbs above running torque.
 or v ue: "c" /OY MSFOQA
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6.2.5.2
Record SN of torque wrench:
Release the tension from the liRing straps but do not disconnect
the straps. These straps may be used to tape off accelerometer
wires if necessary.
Place the pyrotechnic debris shield in front of the large bay doors
on the north side of the pyro room.
6.2.6.2
Perform Grain Insnection
Clear area of all nonessential personnel for grain inspection.
(Only the grain inspectors (2) and the MSFC TE shah remain.)
Verify grain inspector(s) is(are):
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls,shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing a wrist strap.
6.2.6.3
6.2.6.4
c. Wearing tethers and/or tape to keep eye glasses, rings, and
watches from fallinginto the motor.
The grain inspector shall now remove the security bag and cover
from the exit cone.
Perform grain inspection.
Cracked propellant? yes
_)I__ __.__-_e_'c°mments °Zgrain c°nditi°n: "
6.2.7 _ q'_'- _'_ _/'
CAUTION: When using trichioroethane,personnel shall wear
chemical goggles and Neoprene-Latex gloves.
Cont_min-ted materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
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6.2.7.1 CLEAN (ifnecessary)preservativeor oilfrom the aeroheat shield
using a lint-freeclothand 1,1,1Trichloroethane.DO NOT clean
over the identification.
Cleaning performed: Yes _J_No
CAUTION: When using trichloroethane,personnel shall wear
chemical goggles and neoprene-Latex gloves.
Contaminated materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
CAUTION: When _sing grease, personnel shall wear Neoprene-
Latex gloves. Contaminated materials shall be
disposed of as hazardous waste.
NOTE: Dow Coming Moly Kote 55M Silicone O-ring lubricant
meets the MIL-G4343 specification-
6.2.7.2 Using a lint-freeclothand 1,1,1Trichloroethane,an operator
wearing a properly grounded wrist statwillCLEAN (ifnecessary)
the sealing surface of the aeroheat shieldcover and corresponding
nozzle surfaces. LUBRICATE (ifnecessary) the surfaceswith
MIL-4343 grease.
Surface cleaned: Yes _/r No
Surface lubricated: Yes No _f_"
CAUTION: When using grease, personnel shall wear neoprene-
Latex gloves. Contaminated materials shall be
disposed of as hazardous waste.
6.2.7.3 EXAMINE seal, P/N B12879-02-01 for damage that could
effect the results of the pyro shock or vibration tests.
APPLY MIL-G-4343 grease.
Seal damaged? yes n_
Decriptionofdamage:
6.2.7.4
NOTE: Extreme care must be taken when installing the seal
Notice there is a small and large lip on the seal (see
Fig. 5, Appendix C). The larger lip is the seal aft face,
and the smaller lip is the seal outside diameter.
INSTALL seal, P/N B12879-02-01 on the exit cone of the motor. [_i
Reference drawing B14036.
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CAUTION: When using thread compound, personnel shall wear
neoprene-Latex gloves. Contaminated materials
shall be disposed of as hazardous waste.
6.2.7.5 COAT fourteen (14)screws (NASII01E08H10) with MIL-T-83483 [_
thread compound.
CAUTION:
6.2.7.6
6.2.7.7
When installing the Aero Heat Shield, personnel shall
be extremely careful not to drop any foreign object into
the rocket motor (watches, rings, and other jewelry shall
be removed; eye glasses shall be tethered if worn).
With the nozzle cant vertically up, a properly grounded operator
will INSTALL the aeroheat shield cover with the hinge on the lett
or right side when aft looking forward as specified by USBI/CSD.
Proper alignment in either position is provided by a positioning
pin and mating hole. _c -
(NOTE: DO NOT lockwire the screws.) A_ o-_ "_.,- _-_G_fl :,"°.'L_<
INSTALL the 14 screws and TORQUE the fasteners using a [
standard cross pattern. Record the torque values.
First Pass: Finger Tight
Second Pass: 10-15 in-lbs Value: /0 -/5-
Third Pass: 20-25 in-lbs Value: Lo- zf
Fourth Pass: 20-25 in4bs Value: z_ -_-_
Record SN oftorque wrench: (_I-3_-
Make Sure the Pvro FacilityBay Doors are Oven
MSFCQA
MSFC QA
MSFC QAMSFCQA
(_learArea for Test
The only personnel allowed in the control room are the pyro
shock test conductor, a pyro technician, the MSFC TE, and
the MSFC SE (total of four (4) people). An other personnel should
move to a clear area. The clear areas are defined as the NORTH
hallway ofbuilding 4619 and the area outside the pyro control room
on the WEST side. Other areas must be cleared with the MSFC TE
and the MSFC SE.
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6.2,9.0
_2-9.5
6.2.9.6
6.2.9.7
6.2.9.8
6.2.9.9
6.2.9.10
6.2.9.11
6.2-9.12
6.2.9.13
6.Z9.14
6.2.9.15
Conduct Pyro Shock Test to the Following Parameters:
Test Parameters:
Freouencv (Hz) Level
50 24 gpeak
50 to 100 +12 dh/octave
100 94 g peak
100 to 4000 +6 db/octave
4000 to 10,000 3750 g peak
Turn on the flashing light outside room 170A.
For each measurement location select an accelerometer of a type
suitable for the amplitude expected.
Calibrate each accelerometer per ED73-SHK-FOP-008.
Verify test,checkout, and assembly hardware are connected to the
facilityground system.
Verify that no leads are connected to the junction box terminals.
Move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Connect 12 volts to the firing panel.
Insert the firing key and verify panel meter indicates the
correct voltage.
Switch key to "ARMED" position and verify power indicator
light is illuminated.
Open red cover and flip firing switch, verify bulb on junction
box lights.
Close red cover.
Switch key to "SAFE" position.
Move junction box switch to "METER" position.
Switch key to "ARMED" position and verify power indicator
light is illuminated.
Open red cover and fllp the firing switch, verify that the meter
on junction box indicates 12 volts.
cJ
cU
/
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6.2.9.16
6.2.9.17
6.2.9.18
6.2.9.19
6.2.9.20
Close red cover.
Switch key to "SAFE" position and disconnect voltage source.
Remove firingkey.
Verify that no severe weather or electricalstorms are within
10 miles of the immediate vicinity(Army Met. Team 876-2465).
Verify that no flammable solvents,paints, gases, etc.,are
in the hazardous area.
d
d
6.2.9.21 Verify allnon-essential personnel are clear of the test area. td
6.2.9.22 Verify pyro technician is: t v"
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls,shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing safety goggles, hearing protection,and a wrist
strap when installing explosive items.
6.2.9.23
6.2.9.24
6.2.9.25
6.2.9.26
c. In possession of the arming key and that the firing panel
is in the safe position.
The pyro technician shall remove all matches, lighters,
jewelry, and allbattery-powered devices such as electrical
wrist watches, calculators,portable radios, etc.
During periods of connecting blasting caps, MDF, and FLSC,
a maximum of two people (tobe designated by the MSFC TE)
willbe permitted to remain in the shock area.
Installrequired MDF or FLSC on exciter plate. (Total of 26"
of-25 grains per foot)(See Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, Appendix C)
Verify switch on junction box is in '_ULB" position.
WARNING: If bulb glows, there is sufficient radio frequency in
the area to possibly cause detonation of the blasting
cap. The cap should be left shorted and returned to
room 17013 storage cabinet. All blasting activities
will be curtailed until the RF source is removed.
6.2.9.27 Verify that bulb on junction box is not illuminated.
6.2.9.28 In room 170B, verifythat blasting cap shorting coilisin place
and is undamaged before removing from storage container.
6_.9-29 Remove blasting cap from container and transport to room 170.
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6.2"9.30
6.2.9.31
6.2.9.32
6.2.9.34
6.2"9.35
6.2"9.36
6.2.9.39
6.3.2
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
/
In room 170, verifythat wrist straps are in place. [4
Installblasting cap on exciter plate.
Press blasting cap shorting coil firmly against facility ground [v_
for 1 second. In order to short the leads, remove enough shorting
coil from the blas_ag cap to attach alligator clip.
Remove shorting coil. [_f_
Move switch on junction box to "METER" position. [_f
Verify 0 (zero)volts on meter. _i
WARNING: If voltage is indicated, the lines to the firing panel
are either connected to a voltage source or are
picking up voltage from radiation caused by a nearby
source. The cap should be left shorted and returned
to room 170B storage cabinet. All blasting activities
will be curtailed until the voltage source is removed.
Move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Installblasting cap leads in junction box, move switch to
"FIRE" position, and remove alligatorclip.
The pyro technician shall now leave the area, close the door,
and inform the MSFC TE of the status.
Detonation of Pyrotechnics
The lead pyro engineer shall now prepare the data acquisition
system to acquire data.
Start the tape recorder.
Connect firing lines to the pyro control room junction box.
The lead pyro engineer, the pyro technician, the MSFC TE, and
the MSFC SE shall now leave the pyro control room and move to
the clear area outside.
Connect firing panel voltage supply and insert firing key,
verify that the meter indicates the appropriate voltage.
Begin countdown.
d
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6.3.7
6.3_
6.3.9
6.3.10
6.3.11
6.3.12
6.3.13
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.5
On the count of "3", the pyro technician shall put the switch
in the "ARMED" position and verify that the power indicator
is illuminated.
On the FIRE command, the pyro technician will open the red
cover and flipthe firingswitch.
After firing, turn the firing panel key to the "UNARMED"
position.
WARNING: If blasting cap does not fire, refer to Section 10.4
in ED73-SHK-FOP-004 (see _pendix A).
Blasting Cap Fired: yes X/ no
Remove the arming key and disconnect the voltage supply.
Test personnel may now return to the control room.
Wait a minimum of 5 minutes after firingbefore opening
the door to room 170.
The lead pyro engineer shall now begin to reduce the data.
Post Test Inspection
Inform the MSFC TF that the door to room 170 from the control
room isto be opened.
The pyro technician shall enter room 170 and move the junction
box switch to the "BULB" position.
Remove blasting cap leads from junction box.
Inspect the shock plate to insure all explosive devices fired
properly.
WARNING: If all explosive item did not fire, refer to
Section 10.5 in ED73-SHK-FOP-004 (see Appendix A).
The BSM shall be visually inspected for damage resulting from
the pyro shock test. Any anomalies will be recorded. All other
personnel shall remain in the control room or in the clear area
until the "ALL CLEAR" is given by the MSFC TE. tJ_, _ct_,_
MSFC TE indicates all dear for appropriate personnel.
Post Test Removal f_m the Pyro Plate
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6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.7
6.5.8
6.5.9
6.6
Have a certified fork lift (500 pound minimum) ready to load the
BSM and pallet onto the transport truck.
CAUTION: Exercise care not to entangle or tug on the motor
grounding strap during the following Hfting
operations.
Tighten the liftingstraps using the overhead crane so that
the boltscan be loosened.
De-torque and remove the bolts that attach the brackets
to the pyro plate.
CAUTION: The following steps involve working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Remove custom shims and place in labeled bag for use in the
vibrationtests.
Lower the motor to waist height.
Rotate the motor 90 degrees so that the brackets can be-moxmt_
-_,t_ .,_g_ _ f--z/-_.T
Using the overhead crane, place the motor on the pallet so that
it rests on the aft skirt support brackets and is aligned with the
pre-drilled bolt holes.
J
With the test item resting on the brackets, unhook the belly
straps from the horizontal stabilizingbar.
Bolt the test item to the pallet using the provided fasteners for
transport to vibration.
/,
Motor secured to pallet (_ MSFC TE
Test Report and Data Requirements
A final test report will be submitted to UT/CSD within 30 working days after
testing is completed. Three copies plus one reproducible copy of this report
will be submitted containing shock response spectrum (SRS) plots (with
Q=10 value) and the time history plots. The test tolerances shall be
overplotted on the control spectrum.
Model numbers and serial numbers for all instrumentation and test
equipment shall be included in the report. Test setup photos should
also be included in the report.
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7.0 Post Test Verification
The procedure delineated in the above document has been
satisfactorily completed and •
no All sequences in the procedure have been completed (or
deleted by approved deviation)
t_
Submitted Verified by:
Motor Serial Number:
All Procedure changes have been recorded and approved.
:Zi v M
• _l"est Engineer
] 00o7
i
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LO General Information
ZO
1.1 Scope
This test procedure addresses all the requirements to perform
vibration testing on Booster Separation Motors (BSM). The test
program consists oflift-offvibration, boost vibration,and
vehicle dynamics vibration.
12 Objective
The objective of the dynamic testing is to verify the physical and
functional survivabilityof the Booster Separation Motors. Of
particular interest for these tests are the components bonded
using EA9394 adhesive. The components using this adhesive
include the throat insert,the centering insert,and the igniter
grain support rod.
AuDlicable Documents
MSFC-STD-513A Certificationof Equipment Operations and
Materials Handling Personnel
EG5300.36A Safety
29 CFR 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA)
NSS/GO 1740.9 Safety Standard for LiRing Devices and Equipment
NHB 1700.1(V1) Basic Safety Manual
AMC-R 385-I00 Safety Manual
EP01-SOP-01 Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical
Operations
MM 1700.4 Safety and Environmental Health Hazards
MMI 1700.17 MSFC Procedures for Acquiring Shipping Permits for
Rocket Motors and Igniters
MMI 1710.1 Safety Review and Approval of Hazardous and Potentially
Hazardous Facilitiesand Activitiesat MSFC
MMI 1710.6 MSFC Program for Personnel Certification
MMI 1711.2 Mishap Reporting and Investigation
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MMI 1845.1 Hazard Communication Program
3.0
MMI 6400.2 Packaging, Handling, and Moving Program Critical
Hardware
MSFC-RQMT-1493 Electrostatic Discharge Control Requirements
MSFC-STD-1800 ElectrostaticDischarge (ESD) Control for Propellant and
Explosive Devices
MSFC-STD-126E Inspection, Maintenance, Proof Testing and Certification
of Handling Equipment
CSD-5597-93-I Rev. B Enhanced Delta Qualification Test Plan for Booster
Separation Motor (BSM), Aug. 6, 1993
10SPC-0067 Rev. A Specification for Booster Separation Motors for Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (thru SCN 014)
$Me 
3.1 The following safety criteria are in accordance with ET01-SOP-
01, Rev. A., Standard Operation Procedures for Safety Critical
Operations". If safety rules/regulations are not followed,injury
to personnel and/or damage to test items could occur. ,
Emergency telephone numbers are as follows:
Safety 4-0046
Ambulance 112
Fire 117
Security 4-4357
Utilities 43919
Medical Center 4-2390
Communication Repair 4-1771
32 Prior to starting work in 4619 a visual inspection of work area
shall be made for anomalies by task supervisor and safety
personnel. /_ /_MSFCTE , . MSFCSE
Date / Time: 0_/Z_qS
3.3 Personnel shall not work or position themselves beneath
suspended loads unless such loads are securely and
adequately blocked up.
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3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
Objects handled by overhead hoist shall be liftedonly high
enough to clear fixed objectsin the path of travel. Spreader
bars and slingsmay be leR on the hoist ifdesired when not in
use, but must be raised so that the lowest part of the lifting
equipment willbe at least seven feetfrom the floorwhen not in
use.
Crane, hoist,liftprime operators, and riggers shall be certified
according to the latestrevision ofMMI 1710.6, and shall have
in their possession a valid certificationcard.
Certificationschecked by:
Date/Time: c,_[_(/_) [/./_,'"
Personnel working around suspended loads shall be alert to
the possibilityof being crushed between the suspended load
and a fixed object.
Loads shall be moved slowly so they willnot accumulate more
momentum than can be stopped with littleor no swing.
Where handling slings are called out, a sling with more
pickup points than required may be used ifthe weight capacity
per point used is equal or greater than the weight capacity of
each point of the noted sling and the free pickup point is (are)
secured to prevent it (them) from swinging and causing
damage to parts.
Only the area coordinator should direct the crane moves,
however, any person determining an immediate danger or
problem may request stoppage of activities.
The lifting or transportation operation shall be halted by the
area coordinator at any time the control area cannot be
maintained.
Steel toe shoes are required during lifdng operations.
Hardhats are required when the _ is at or above the
shoulders.
Tag line operators are to wear leather gloves.
The primary safety hazards associated with this operation are:
3.13.1Liftoperations
3.132 Solvent Use (See NOTE)
3.13.3Live (Loaded) Solid Rocket Motor
4O
4.O
NOTE: Grease and solvent use are only 'tlf needed" as
determined by the MSFC TE and CSD TE.
3.14 Any time a crane is being used, it must be dogged if:
3.14.1 The load will be suspended in a static condition for an
extended amount of time.
3.142 A crane operator crew change or substitution must be made.
3.15 No electric power tools shall be used near the live test item.
Use of pneumatic tools is acceptable.
3.16 All ground cables and ground straps end-to-end resistances
shall be verified with a multimeter. These resistances
must measure less than 1 ohm.
3.17 All personnel within touching distance shall wear a wrist
strap that has been checked with a wrist strap checker. This
step should be performed each time the wrist strap ground is
broken.
3.18 All personnel within touching distance of open grain
propellant (and ordnance) shall wear antistatic coveralls.
Test Items and Test Reouirements
4.1 Test Items
The test item for the vibration tests consist of a BSM which will
be tested in the aft motor configuration. The motor will be
tested with an aero heat shield over the exit cone. The motor
weighs approximately 154 pounds.
Motor Serial Number /0007_" Conditioning Temp.
4.2 Test Requirements
4.2.1 Test Tolerances
The tolerances applicable to the test conditions are as follows:
(Unless otherwise stated in the procedure)
Vibration Frequency:.
Test Duration:
Temperature:
Sinusoidal Control Signal
Maximum Harmonic Distortion
Sinusoida] Peak Acceleration
± 5%
+10%, -0%
±5°F
±10%
+20_, -10_
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Composite Root Mean Square
Acceleration
Acceleration Spectral Density
±10%
+100%, -25%
(+3dB, -1.5dB)
4.2.2
4.3
4_3.1
4.3.1.1
4.3.1.2
4.3.1.3
Test Data
All data taken with non-recording instruments willbe
recorded in ink directlyonto data sheets and/or log sheets.
The log or data sheets willidentifythe testbeing performed, the
testitem, the item part number, and the applicable test
procedure. Corrections or changes willbe made by drawing a
single line through the originalentry. The new entry willbe
made directlyabove the old and initialedby the person making
the entry. Each page willbe signed and dated at the bottom of
the page by the person making the entries,and counter signed
by the testengineer afterreview.
Test Conditions
The live delta qualification motor will be vibration tested at a
specific temperature. The motor will either be tested at 25°F
(+0, -5 °F) or at 125°F (+5, -0 °F) depending on which
qualification motor this procedure controls.
The MSFC TE shall check with the Army MET team to ensure that
there isno lighting within I0 miles.
(MET team phone number ....876-2465).
Iflightning is within 10 miles during any time that a live
BSM isin building 4619, the MSFC 'rE shall make
arrangements to disconnect the motor ground from the
facility ground. The motor shall remain ungrounded until
the lightning is out of range.
When reconnecting the ground after a lightning storm, a
100Kohm resistorshould be connected to the ground wire from the
motor before connecting to facility ground. This allows any charge
on the motor to slowly dissipate to ground. The resistor should be
leR connected for no less than 30 seconds.
After the specified time, disconnect the ground wire from
facility ground and remove the resistor. Reconnect the
ground strap from the motor to facility ground.
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4.3.2
4.5.2
The testsite'srelativehumidity must be above 20%. Ifthe humidity
is below 20%, alltest operations must cease until favorable weather
conditions resume.
Test site's relative humidity 7 _ _/_ MSFC TE l_..____ _ / _
Test Equipment
All measurements shall be made with instruments and
equipment whose accuracy and/or calibration has been
verified.
Calibration Acceptable L._ MSFC TE
_.__ CSD TE
Proof Loading of Handling Equipment (required for PCH)
The heaviest liftduring allof the delta qualificationtesting
willbe liftingthe motor while in its shipping container.
The motor and shipping container together weigh about 310 Ibs.
All forkliftsand overhead hoists must be load (break) tested
to at least 110% of thisweight (i.e.350 Ibs.).This testmust be
performed prior to any handling of the BSM but does not need to
be repeated until something other than the BSM isliftedby the
same handling equipment. It is therefore recommended that
the break testsbe performed each evening before the BSM testing
commences. The break tests shall be performed as follows:
a. The proofload must be at least 350 Ibs.
Iz Lif_the dummy load clear of the ground (lessthan 1 foot)and
lower to ground three times, holding for five minutes on the
third lift.LiRing straps and spreader bar should be attached
during the lift.
SEE APPENDIX C FOR THE PROOF TEST INSPECTION SHEETS.
Test Procedure
After review and documented approval, a redline change to
this procedure may be performed. Approval shall be by a
rnlnlmllm of the MSFC rITE,MSFC QA, and MSFC SE.
As soon as possible after a testfailure,a deviation from the
specifiedtestenvironment, or any other incident which affects
the testor testitem, MSFC willnotifythe authorized UT/CSD
representative of the event verbally and willthen generate a
Test Procedure Deviation (NASA form 3959). A copy ofthe Test
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5.0
Procedure Deviation is presented in Appendix A. Photographs
of any discrepancies shall also be taken.
Person-el Resoonsibilities
5.1 Test Witnessing
All tests will be witnessed by the authorized UT/CSD
representative and USBI representative. The MSFC test
engineer will also witness the testing. Notification of the start
of each test shall be communicated to the authorized UT/CSD
and USBI representatives and the MSFC safety representative
and test engineer at least 2 hours in advance.
MSFC Safety Notified _L_
UT/CSD Notified l/_
5-2 The MSFC TE will serve as the area coordinator for the
test. All h--d!i.g of the BSM will be directed by the
MSFC TE or cognizant test engineer.
5.3 Jim McGee (vibration) shall be responsible for
photographic coverage of the vibration test activities.
5.4 All involved lab directors and division chiefs shall be notified
prior to testing.
5_5 The area around the outside of the vibration facility shall be
secured before the Hve BSM is brought to the pyro shock test site.
Area secured? _"_'__ NO /S.__MSFC TE
__MSFC SE
Comments: Do_ /,_cf-eJ, _.ec_"b_, _ of
J I '
6.0 Vibration Tests
6.0.1 Make sure the CSD TE has reviewed the calibrations for the
vibration tests.
6.0.2 Open the doors that enter the vibration test room from the
high bay of bldg. 4619.
_1 Re-check system setup. Verify chamber temperature.
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6.2
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.2.1
62.3
6.2.3.1
Radial Axis Tests
Assemble the leg supports on the conditioning chamber.
Lift Off Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the lift off vibration
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 60 seconds:
Freouencv (Hz) Level
20 0.017 g2/Hz
20 to 55 +6 db/octave
55 to 200 0.077 g2fdz
200 to 280 -11 db/octave
28O to 1200 0.022 g2/Hz
1200 to 2000 -4.5 db/octave
2000 0.010 g2/Hz
Composite: 6.9 grins
Boost Vibration
The following levelsand conditions apply for the boost vibration
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 120
seconds:
Frequen_ (Hz) Level
2oto2oo 0.54
200 to 3,50 -12 db/octave
350 to 1000 0.060 g2/Hz
1000 to2000 -6 dlgoctave
2000 0.015 g2/Hz
Composite: 14.0 grins
Vehicle Dynamics Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the vehicle dynamics
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows:
Fremuencv (Hz) Level
5 to 10 0.7gpeak
10 to 40 3.7 g peak
Sweep Rate: 3 octaves per minute
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6.3
6.3.1
6.3.2
6.33
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
6.3.8
6.3.9
Transport Motor From Room 156 to Room 158/Setup for Tang. Axis
Remove leg supports from conditioning chamber. [_//
Disconnect the conditioning unit from the conditioning chamber.
Inspection certificationsshall be provided for the overhead
cranes in 4619.
Crane #1, Bldg. 4619 rm. 156 certificationprovided
Crane #2, Bldg. 4619 _'m. 158 certification provided f_
Certifications for all lifting fixtures shall be provided:
Lifting beam assembly certification provided
Lifting rings (D-rings)
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the motor ground
while lifting.
CAUTION:
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
Using the overhead ccane, liR the conditioning chamber offof the
vibration table and place iton the floor.
The following step involves working with a suspended
d
Record time when chamber was removed i2'-0_t_,,_ o'_[z(/,_y
Verify motor ground connection on the motor and at the facility
ground contact point.
Disconnect the instrumentation wires. Remove any other
instrumentation that is no longer needed or that might interfere
with motor transport. _-z_--_', ._ o_b.f_
Attach the _ straps (as shown in Fig. _s_ to-themotor
and spreader bar and hook to the overhead crane.
Remove adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the motor ground
while lifting.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
46
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6.3.10
6.3.11
6.3.12
Slowly liR the motor offof the table and place iton the facility's
....
LT+--._._ck_pr_a_r uar ,_c,_..._'i,_,.i,_, _,.iaps. Le_,ve straps wrapped
around the motor.
Open the doors that enter the high bay in room 158.
CAUTION: Make sure that the ground strap is long enough to
reach to room 158 during the transport from one room
to the other.
6.3.13 Slowly pull the motor using the roll cart from room 156 to room 158.
Be sure to place the cart directly beneath the overhead crane.
d
6.3.14 Attach spreader bar to liftingstraps and the overhead crane.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the motor ground
while lifting.
CAUTION:
6.3.15 Using the overhead crane, liftthe motor from the pull cart
and place iton the vibration table.
The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
Align the adapter plates with the holes on the table.
Fasten the adapter plates to the table using the facilitysupplied
fasteners. Torque these fasteners to 65 ft-lbs.
Record torque value: _" _:((,J MSFCQA
6.3.18
6.3.19
6.3.20
Torque wrenchSN: _7"_, ' - l_{'_
Remove all lifting hardware.
Attach accelerometers to the motor (see Fig. 2)
Reconnect accelerometer wires. w"
6.4 Thermal Conditioning Setup for Tangential and Longitudinal
Axis
6.4.1
6.42
Use the overhead crane to place the conditioning chamber over
the motor.
Once the chamber is in place, attach the necessary hoses and
instrumentation from the conditioning unit to the chamber.
018Olt pA( (IS
ofexm
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6.4.3
6.4.6
_5
6.5.1
6.5.1.1
Make sure the chamber thermocouple is in the correct position
for measuring the air temperature around the motor.
Make sure the motor ground strap is secured.
Activate conditioning unit and monitor the temperature until it [_f"
has stabilized to the desired temperature.
Record time/temp, when stabilized: ]Z'Z_ _-2_-" F _t" [c_J 4_ _ Z .__,,_
Record total time out ofconditionin_ _'_ _'n _ _'_
Recondition motor for twice the time out of conditioning if out more
than 30 minutes.
Reconditioning necessary: Yes @ /v/f_
If yes, how long does motor need reconditioned?
Tangential Axis Tests
Lift Off Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the lit_ off vibration
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 60 seconds:
Freouencv (Hz) Level
20 0.016 g2/Hz
20 to 75 +3 dh/octave
75 to 1000 0.060 g2/Hz
1000 to 2000 -3 dh/octave
20O0 0.030 g2/Hz
Composite: 10.0 grms
Boost Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the boost vibration
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 120 seconds.
FreQuency {_-Iz) Level
20 to 800 0.24 g2/Hz
800 to 2000 -4 db/octave
2000 0.071 g2/Hz
Composite: 18.4 grms
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Vehicle Dynamics
The following levels and conditions apply for the vehicle dynamics
testa. Vibrate the motor only as follows:
d
Freouencv {Hz) Level
5 to 10 0.7 g peak
10to40 4.3 gpeak
Sweep Rate: 3 octaves per minute
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6.4
Axis Change From Tangential to Longitudinal
Disconnect conditioning unit from conditioning chamber.
Attach overhead crane to the conditioning chamber.
Slowly lift the conditioning box off of the test item and move it
away and move it away from the vibration table and place on
the floor. Disconnect lifting hardware.
/:Record time of chamber removal: Z_ I.._. Jl/zJ'/_1
!
Verify motor ground connection on the motor and at the facility
ground contact point.
Remove adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
Unhook control accelerometer.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground when
changing the axis on the table.
6.6.7
6.6.8
6.6.9
CAUTION:
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
Rotate the motor and bracket assembly 90 ° using the overhead crane.
Disconnect lifting hardware.
Re-attach adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
The following step involves working with a suspended
Reconnect control accelerometer.
MSFCQA
Torque to 65 fl.-llm.
Record torque value:
Torque wrench SN:
5O
_,/)r .,.
6.6.10 Reconnect li_edng hardware to the conditioning chamber and place it
over the motor. Reconnect chamber legs as necessary.
6.6.11
6.6.12
6.6.13
_7
6.7.1
6.7.1.1
Ifnecessary, re-attach hoses, instrumentation, etc.,before starting
conditioning unit.
Start conditioning unit. Monitor until ithas stabilizedto the
desired temperature.
Record time/temp, when stabilized: /,,_r'p. _" ._Z_'F _ ,_,_.
Record total time out of tolerance: 2_ ,_,_
Recondition motor for twice the time out of tolerance if the time
out was greater than 30 minutes.
Reconditioning necessary: Yes _coIfYes, how long does the motor n nditioning? _/_
Longitudinal Axis Test
Lift Off Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the lift off vibration
test. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 60 seconds.
Freeuencv (Hz) Level
20 0.016 g2/Hz
20 to 75 +3 db/octave
75 to 1000 0.060 g2/Hz
1000 to 2000 -3 db/octave
2000 0.030 g2/Hz
Composite: 10.0 grins
Boost Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the boost vibration
test. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 120 seconds.
Frequency (Hz) Level
20 to 800 0.24 g2/Hz
800 to 2000 -4 db/octave
2000 0.071 g2/Hz
Composite: 18.4 grins
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7.0 Post
7.1
7.1.1
7.1.2
7.1.3
7.1.4
7.1.5
7.1.6
Vehicle Dynamics
The following levels and conditions apply for the vehicle dynamics
test. Vibrate the motor only as follows.
Frequency (Hz) Level
5 to I0 0.7gpeak
I0 to 40 4.3 g peak
Sweep Rate: 3 octaves per minute
Post Test Inspection
The BSM testitem shall be visually inspected by the MSFC QA,
MSFC TE, and the CSD TE for exterior damage resulting from
vibration testing. _ -_f_ 4L_'_-_] _[,_/_{_
Remove all instrumentation.
Data Requirements
Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots for allcontrol and response
accelerometers for liR offand boost tests shall be recorded. The
test tolerances shall be overplotted on the control accelerometers
plots. Acceleration versus frequency plots shall be recorded for all
accelerometers used during vehicle dynamics tests.
Test Disassembly/Prepare for Shinment
Conditioning Chamber Removal
Disconnect any hoses and instrumentation that hinders
the removal of the chamber.
Using the overhead crane, slowly lift the conditioning chamber
off of the vibration table and place on the floor.
Move chamber out of the way.
Move the conditioning unit out of the way if necessary.
Verify motor ground connection on the motor and at the facility
ground contact point.
Remove vibration table insulation.
d
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7"2 Aero Heat Shield Removal
7Y_3
7"2.3
7.2.5
73
7.3.1
7.3.2
7.3.3
7.3.4
WARNING: Removing the Aero Heat Shield exposes the motor's
propellant grain. Personnel should use caution during
any operations with and exposed grain. Tools,
watches, eye glasses, etc., should be tethered (if
necessary) to prevent dropping anything into the
motor.
Make sure the motor ground is secured.
Make sure verified wrist straps are being worn by the personnel
removing the aero heat shield.
Remove the fasteners from the Aero Heat Shield.
Place the fasteners in a marked bag.
SLOWLY remove the Aero Heat Shield.
Remove the heat shield seal. Do not drop the seal into the motor.
Post Test Inspection of Motor Propellant Grain
Make sure motor ground wire is secured.
Clear area of all non-essential personnel. Only the grain inspectors
(2) and the MSFC TE shall remain.
Verify grain inspector(s) is(are):
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls,shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing a wrist strap.
c. Wearing tethers and/or tape to keep eye glasses, rings,and
watches from fallinginto the motor.
Perform grain inspection.
Cracked propellant yes
If yes, give approximate location and size of crack:
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7.3.5
7.4
7.4.1
7.4.2
7.4.3
7.4.4
7.4.5
7.4.6
Other comments on grain condition:
...... -- - I, "
A draw-wire, fabric,security bag shall be installedover the Ix]f
nozzle exitcone. The bag shall be closed around the exit cone
and secured by inserting the bag wire ends *t,__,a_h__s*___.__-2_=__
_¢,,,.ityI__d-_oI (i.e.cover the exit cone the same way that it
was received).
Adapter Plate Removal
Remove the adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
Attach liftingstraps as shown in Fig. Ib (Appendix B).
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
The following step involves working with a suspendedCAUTION:
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
LiR the motor offof the vibration table and move to an area [
near the wood supports.
Lower the motor so that itrests on the wood supports. [
I"
Rotate the motor 180 ° so that the adapter plates face up. [_f"
/
Remove the bracket to adapter plate fasteners. Place fasteners [_/
in a marked bag.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Aft Skirt Bracket Removal
Remove the aft end motor to bracket fasteners (12 places).
Place fasteners in a marked bag.
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8.0
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
7.5.2 LiR the motor to waist height using the overhead crane.
7.5.3 Rotate the motor 180 ° so that the bracket to adapter plate
fastener holes face the floor.
7.5.4 Lower the motor so that it rests on the wood supports.
7_5.5 Remove forward end motor to bracket fasteners (8 places).
Place fasteners in a marked bag. g.,,h÷ _ ,_/, ,_ o.,
]leturn Motor to the Vertical Position
8.1 Attach 2 D-rings, 180 degrees apart, and one lifting strap
to the air end holes of the motor.
82 Attach the '%reak-over" brackets (and lifting strap) to the
appropriate bolt holes on the forward face of the motor case.
8.3 Attach the aft lifting strap to the overhead crane hook.
CAUTION: The following steps involve working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
8.4 One person (as chosen by the MSFC TE) shall hold the lifting
strap on the forward end to keep the motor from swinging when
fired from the aR end. Slowly liftthe aft end of the motor to bring
it to a vertical position.
8.5 Raise the motor so that the aft end is at waist height.
8.6
CAUTION: The following steps involve working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
/
Disconnect the "break-over" brackets. Place brackets in a [_/
marked bag.
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9.0 place Motor In ShioDinf Container
9.1 Remove lid from shipping container by removing the lock-ring
bolt and nut, lockring,and cover. (See Fig. 3 for an overallview
of the shipping container).
9_ Remove top cushion insert. Make sure that the top bearing plate
isproperly oriented to the relativelocation of the drum humidity
indicator/pressure reliefvalve (see Fig. 4). Ifnot as shown
(the two 1-inch dia. clearance holes must straddle the (imaginary)
horizontal center line) the center cushion insert, as a unit (do not
lift center insert...it's keyed to the bottom insert) must be rotated
to bring the top plate into proper position as shown.
9.3 Remove the bearing plate from the tierods. DO NOT remove the
tierod nuts.
9.4 Remove and discard any old bags of desiccant.
9.5 Drape the loose end of the container ground strap over the edge
of the container.
9.6 Visually inspect the container interior to assure itis free of any
foreign matter. Vacuum interior ifrequired.
9.7 Attach a ground wire to facilityground and verify itsresistance.
Resistance shall measure less than one (1) ohm.
Resistance measured: .., _./'C. MSFC QA
9.8 Connect this ground wire to the motor shipping container and
verifythe resistance (<1 ohm)
Resistance measured: f).i 4L MSFC QA .
9.9
9.10
Install the antistatic foamed plastic liner tightly around the motor
case, and secure in place by taping the liner'sverticalbutt joint _
(trim as required) using 2' wide tape. _o _ __. ft/_ o_d_"
Installthe antistaticplasticfilm bag, up and over the motor.
9.11 Visually orientate the motor nozzle cant to the side of the container
indicated by the marking, "POSITION NOZZLE CANT THIS SIDE"
on the cushion insert.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the motor ground
while lowering the motor into the container.
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9.12
9.13
9.14
9.15
CAUTION: The following steps involve working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
CAUTION: When using the ESD scanner and the electrostatic
reading on the motor case surface exceeds 1.0
kilovolt, stop all activities on the case, initiate
personnel fall back (a minimum of 4 feet) and
notify safety.
After initial reading over 1.0 kilovolt, repeat
electrostatic reading at intervals not to exceed 5
minutes until the the voltage has dissipated below 1.0
kilovolt. When the reading is below 1.0 kilovolt,
removal operations may continue.
If after 30 minutes the measured electrostatic charge
is in excess of 1.0 kilovolt, Verify facility ground. If
connection to facility ground is open, reconnect
through
larger resistor (100 Kohm rain.) to allow a slow
discharge of the motor case.
If the electrostatic reading on the case surface exceeds
4.0 kilovolts, STOP all activities on the case, notify
safety, and evacuate all personnel to safe location_
Slowly lower the motor into the container while monitoring
static charge.
Record Stat Gun SN: _._. ,^_
CAUTION: Make new ground before breaking old ground.
Attach the container ground wire to the motor using the 1/4-20
UNC x 3/4 long bolt and nut provided. Torque to 50 in-lbs ±5 in-lbs.
Measure resistance to verify ground (should be <I ohm).
Torque wrench SN: _ _ _ _0
Resistance Measured O./
 SFCQA
Disconnect ground wire connecting the motor and facilityground.
Remove liftinghardware.
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9.16
9.17
9.18
9.19
92O
921
Visually orientate the top bearing plate to the nozzle cant, indicated
by the mArlrlr_gon the plate "POSITION THIS SIDE TO THE
NOZZLE CANT", and place itover the nozzle and three tierods and
bring itto rest on the motor flange. Tighten and torque tierod nuts
to 20 in-lbsY.2in-lbs.
Record torque value: 7-0 _,,__Lx MSFC QA /)_.J
i-
Torque wrench SN: _ _Y/_0
CAUTION: Make sure that the top bearing plate is indexed to the
motor case O.D. and is resting flat on the top of the
flange.
Also, make sure that the grounding strap terminal
and attach nut and bolt head is positioned in the
clearance hole in the plate.
Place twelve (12) 16 unit size bags of fresh desiccant into the
container in the cavity around the top bearing plate.
CAUTION: Once the bagged desiccant has been put into the
container, the remaining packaging steps must
be completed immediately and the container closed
to prevent the desiccant from over exposure to free
air circulation.
If, after the desiccant has been placed into the
container, the packaging cannot be completed,
close the container until packaging can be resume&
Installthe top cushion insert. Make sure that itsindex slot,on
the bottom face,matches with the index block on the top bearing
plate.
Place the motor log book and any other required documentation
into a suitable size electrostatic free plastic bag (3M velostat or
Richmond Pink Poly) and place into the stowage slot provided_ j
inthetopcushioninsert. _O /o? _ooK tt_ oCl_Yl_Zj
n/_..z__,, _ _-_s--93Place the container lid onto the co , making sure that there
is no foreign matter on the lid gasket or container rim.
Install the lockring, with its bolt flanges positioned (centered)
between the container humidity indicator and lifting grip.
Install the bolt and nut and torque to 6 R-lbs ± 1/2 R-lbs (72 in-lbs).
Record torque value: _ _" I__ MSFC QA
[]
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10.0
Tom.. SN:....&r/
922
NOTE: The lockring shall be tapped, using a .rubber mallet, /
at various points around the ring during bolt tightening. /Install a standard wire and lead seal through the provided holes [
in the lockring bolt flanges. _ o OC pr_R_ d_p 9--_?,,_
,,_L_TC ,% h'_. o_/_f/_ _2 _ 4,z<_;;
NOTE: Before shipping, USBI personnel shall make sure the
shipping container is properly labeled. Reference CSD's
Material Handling Card, Rev. C, dated 5-23.89 sections
10 and subsequent.
A final test report will be submitted to UT/CSD within 30 working
days after testing is completed. Three copies plus one reproducible
copy of this report will be submitted containing the following
information as a minimum:
A. A description of test mounting and setup and location of
instrumentation with two sets of color still photographs
(8-1/2 by 11 inches) of setups and instrumentation close-ups.
B. A list of all instrumentation and equipment with ranges and
plot accuracy of all acquired data with objective evidence of
calibration status at the time of tests.
C. Sketches of test setups.
D. Power spectral density (PSD) plots of all acceleration data.
E. The results of all inspections and tests performed i.e., data
tapes, data plots, and completed data summary sheets.
F. Any alteration or deviation from this procedure will be
described in detail by a Notice of Deviation and included in
the final report.
G. Model numbers and serial numbers for all instrtunentation and
test equipment shall be included in the report.
/
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_.iLO Post Test Verification
f
The procedure delineated in the above document has been
satisfactorily completed and :
ao All sequences in the procedure have been completed (or
deleted by approved deviation)
t_ All Procedure changes have been recorded and approved.
Submitted Verified by:.
Date: C;_/_/, J
Motor Serial Number:
" Test Engineer
/0oo7 4
6O
Test Procedure Deviation
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--_L0 General Information
Z0
L1 Scope
This test procedure addresses allthe requirements to perform
pyro shock testing on Booster Separation Motors (BSM).
Included in this procedure are the steps to assemble the BSM
to the aR skirtsupport brackets.
L2 Objective
The objectiveof the pyro shock testing isto verifythe physical
and functional survivabilityof the Booster Separation Motors.
Of particular interest for these tests are the components
bonded using EA9394 adhesive. The components using this
adhesive include the throat insert,the centering insert,and the
igniter grain support rod.
Aunlicable Documents
MSFC-STD-513A Certificationof Equipment Operations and
Materials Handling Personnel
EG5300.36A Safety
29 CFR 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA)
NSS/GO 1740.9 Safety Standard forLifting Devices and Equipment
NHB 1700.1071) Basic Safety Manual
AMC-R 385-100 Safety Manual
EP01-SOP-01 Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical
Operations
MM 1700A Safety and Environmental Health Hazards
MMI 1700.17 MSFC Procedures for Acquiring Shipping Permits for
Rocket Motors and Igniters
MMI 1710.1 Safety Review and Approval of Hazardous and Potentially
Hazardous Facilitiesand Activitiesat MSFC
MMI 1710.6 MSFC Program for Personnel Certification
MMI1711.2 Mishap Reporting and Investigation
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MMI 1845.1 Hazard Communication Program
3.0
MMI 6400.2 Packaging, Handling, and Moving Program Critical
Hardware
MSFC-RQMT-1493 ElectrostaticDischarge Control Requirements
MSFC-STD-1800 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Control for Propellant and
Explosive Devices
MSFC-STD-126E Inspection, Maintenance, Proof Testing and Certification
of Handling Equipment
CSIN5597-93-1 Rev. B Enhanced Delta Qualification Test Plan for Booster
Separation Motor (BSM), Aug. 6, 1993
IOSPC-0067 Rev. A Specification for Booster Separation Motors for Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (thru SCN 014)
3.1 The followingsafetycriteria re in accordance with ET01-SOP-
01, Rev. A., "Standard Operation Procedures for Safety Critical
Operations". Ifsafetyrules/regulationsare not followed,
injury to personnel and/or damage to testitems could occur.
Emergency telephone numbers are as follows:
Safety 4-(X_
Ambulance 112
Fire 117
Security 4-4357
Utilities 4-3919
Medical Center 4-2390
Communication Repair 4-1771
3.1.1 In the event of serious personnel injury, do not move the
injured person unless necessary to prevent further serious
injury. Call 112 for ambulance.
3_ Prior to startingwork in 4619 a visualinspectionof the work
area shallbe made foranomalies by the MSFC TE and MSFC
SE.
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3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
Personnel shall not work or position themselves beneath
suspended loads unless such loads are securely and
adequately blocked up.
Objects handled by overhead hoist shall be liftedonly high
enough to clear fixed objectsin the path of travel. Spreader
bars and slingsmay be lelton the hoist ifdesired when not in
use, but must be raised so that the lowest part ofthe lifting
equipment will be at least seven feetfrom the floorwhen not in
use.
Crane, hoist, prime lift operators, and riggers shall be certified
according to the latest revision of MMI 1710.6, and shall have
in their possession a valid certification card.
Certifications checked by: flJ_
Date/Time: d 7/___!_ 6. _)¢._.
Personnel working around suspended loads shall be alert to
the possibilityof being crushed between the suspended load
and a fixed object.
Loads shall be moved slowly so they will not accumulate more
momentum than can be stopped with littleor no swing.
Where handling slings are called out, a sling with more
pickup points than required may be used ifthe weight capacity
per point used isequal or greater than the weight capacity of
each point of the noted slingand the free pickup point is (are)
secured to prevent it (them) from swinging and causing
damage to parts.
Only the area coordinator should direct the crane moves,
however, any person determining an immediate danger or
problem may request stoppage of activities.
The lifting or transportation operation shall be halted by the
area coordinator at any time the control area cannot be
maintained.
Steel toe shoes are required during lifting operations.
Hardhats are required when the liR is at or above the
shoulders.
Tag line operators are to wear leather gloves.
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4.O
3.13 The primary safety hazards associated with this operation are:
3.13.1
3.132
3.13.3
Lift operations
Solvent Use (See NOTE)
Live (Loaded) Solid Rocket Motor (propellant
handling)
NOTE: Grease and solvent use are only "if needed" as
determined by the MSFC TE and CSD TE.
3.14 Any time a crane is being used, it must be dogged if:
3.14.1 The load will be suspended in a staticcondition for an
extended amount of time.
3.14.2 A crane operator crew change or substitution must be
made.
3.15 No electricpower toolsshall be used near the livetestitem.
Use of pneumatic toolsis acceptable.
3.16 All ground cables and ground straps end-to-end resistances
shall be verifiedwith a multimeter. These resistances
must measure less than 1 ohm.
3.17 All personnel within touching distance of the BSM or ordnance
shall wear a wrist strap that has been checked with a wrist
strap checker.
3.18 All personnel within touching distance of open grain
propellant (and ordnance) shall wear antistatic coveralls.
3.19 Wrist strap connections to facility ground must be verified. This step
should be performed each time the wrist strap ground is broken.
32O In case of an accidental BSM ignition, the nearest fire alarm pull
station shall be activated in order to evacuate building 4619.
Personnel shall stay clear of the test site until the emergency
response personnel have given the "all clear" to return to the
building.
Test Item...rid Test Rec-lrements
4.1 Test Items
The test item for the qualification pyro shock tests consists of a
live BSM which will be tested in the aft motor configuration.
The motor will be tested with an aero heat shield over the exit
cone. The motor weighs approximately 154 pounds.
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42-2
4.3.1
4.3.1.1
4.3.1.2
4.3.1.3
Test Requirements
Test Tolerances
Unless otherwise stated in this procedure, the tolerances
applicable to the test conditions described shall be as specified
in MIL-STD-810D. These tolerances are as follows:
Shock Response Spectrum: q-6dB, -3dB
(when analyzed with a 1/3 octave shock
spectrum analyzer and 5% damping)
Test Data
All data taken with non-recording instruments willbe
recorded in ink directly onto data sheets and/or log sheets.
The log or data sheets willidentifythe test being performed, the
testitem, the item part number, and the applicable test
procedure. Corrections or changes will be made by drawing a
single line through the original entry. The new entry willbe
made directlyabove the old and initialedby the person making
the entry. Each page willbe signed and dated at the bottom of
the page by the person making the entries, and counter signed
by the testengineer after review.
Test Conditions
The pyrotechnic shock tests for both motors willbe conducted
at the test site'sambient temperature.
The MSFC TE shall check with the Army MET team to ensure that
there is no lightning within I0 miles.
(MET team phone number ....876-2465).
Iflightning is within I0 miles during any time that a live
BSM isin building 4619, the MSFC TE shall make
arrangements to disconnect the motor ground from the
facilityground. The motor shall remain ungrounded until
the lightning is out of range.
When reconnecting the ground after a lightning storm, a
100Kohm resistorshould be connected to the ground wire from the
motor before connecting to facility ground. This allows any charge
on the motor to slowly dissipate to ground. The resistor should be
leftconnected for no less than 30 seconds.
ARer the specified time, disconnect the ground wire from
facility ground and remove the resistor. Reconnect the
ground strap from the motor to facility ground.
8O
4.3.2
4_2
The test site'srelativehumidity must be above 20%. Ifthe humidity
isbelow 20%, alltestoperations must cease until favorable weather
conditions resume.
Test site's relativehumidity =
Test Equipment
All measurements shall be made with instruments and
equipment whose accuracy and/or calibration has been
verified.
Calibration Acceptable _ (MFSC TE)
Proof Loading of Handling Equipment (required for PCH)
The heaviest liR during all of the delta qualificationtesting
willbe liftingthe motor while in itsshipping container.
The motor and shipping container together weigh about 310 Ibs.
All forklii_ and overhead hoists must be load (break) tested
to at least 110% of thisweight (i.e.350 Ibe.).This testmust be
performed prior to any handling of the BSM but does not need to
be repeated until something other than the BSM isliftedby the
same handling equipment. Itis therefore recommended that
the break testsbe performed each evening before the BSM testing
commences. The break tests shall be performed as follows:
a. The proof load must be at least350 Ibs.
t_ Liftthe dummy load clear of the ground (lessthan I foot)and
lower to ground three times, holding for fiveminutes on the
third liR. Lifting straps and spreader bar should be attached
during the lift.
SEE APPKNDIX E FOR THE PROOF TEST INSPECTION SHEETS.
Test Procedure
After review and documented approval, a redline change to
this procedure may be performed. Approval shall be by a
minimllrn of MSFC TE, MSFC SE, and the MSFC QA.
As soon as possible after a test failure, a deviation from the
specified test environment, or any other incident which affects
the test or test item, MSFC will notify the authorized UT/CSD
representative of the event verbally and will then generate a
Test Procedure Deviation (NASA form 3959). A copy of the Test
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5.0
Procedure Deviation is presented in Appendix B. Photographs
of any discrepancies shall also be taken.
personnel Resm_nsibilitie_
5.1 Test Witnessing
All tests will be witnessed by the authorized UT/CSD
representative and USBI representative. The MSFC test
engineer will also witness the testing. Notification of the start
of each test shall be communicated to the authorized UT/CSD
and USBI representatives and the MSFC safety representative
and test engineer at least 2 hours in advance.
MSFC Safety Notified _/_
UT/CSD Notified
5.2 The MSFC TE will serve as the area coordinator for the
test. All handling of the BSM will be directed by the
MSFC TE or cognizant test engineer.
5.3 Jim Herring (pyro shock) shall be responsible for
photographic coverage of the pyro shock test activities.
5.4 The area around the outside of the pyro shock facility shall be
secured before the live BSM is brought to the pyro shock test site.
Area secured? @ NO f.__MSFC TE
_.MSFC SE
Comments:
5.5
5.6
5.7
The MSFC TE shall notify the fire department prior to delivery
of the BSM. (Fire dept. phone #...117).
The MSFC TE shall make arrangements for the Hve BSM to be
deHverod from the NASA igloo to the pyro shock test site.
All involved lab directors and division chiefs shall be notified C_ "_
prior to testing.
_2
---- K0 Pvroteehnle Shock Test -
6.1 Test Site Preparatory Activities
An inspection shall be made of the hardware to ensure itis all
available. Should some hardware be missing the cognizant
test engineer shall determine whether those components are
required for the safe operation of the procedure. Should they
not be required for safe operations, the test engineer shall
determine whether an operations halt is required or whether
the operations may proceed.
6.1.1 Verify the following components, tools and materials are
available and certified (when applicable). All lifting equipment,
cables, fixtures, etc.., within one year stating the load limit and
the date tested stencilled on the equipment.
Aft BSM Plate Mounting Hardware:
_ Nomenclature
EWB0420-8-23 6 Bolts*
EWB0420- 10_20,-32) 2 Bolts*
TLN1021CPD2-8 6 Nut (SelfAligning)
TLN1023CD3-10 2 Nut (SelfAligning)
NAS1587-8C 6 Washer
NASI587-10C 2 Washer
* 10107-XX-XX seriesbolts are acceptable alternates (-20 for
pyro, -32 forvibration)
Aft BSM Bracket Mounting Hardware:
NASI955C10H
NAS1957C13
NAS1587-5C
NAS1587-7C
NAS1587-7
VN324BC070
Nomenclature
8 Bolts
12 Bolts
8 Washers
12 Washers
12 Washers
12 Locknuts
NASII01E08HI0 14 Aero Heat Shield
Fasteners
Fasteners Accounted For:
Breakover brackets 2
Lifting D-rings
MSFC TE
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Spreader bar with associated IWdng straps and D-rings
Custom wood supports to horizontally support the BSM
Tool Box with Assorted Wrenches Rm 170, Bldg. 4619
(See Appendix D for detailed toollist)
Pre-drilledWood Pallet to fitaft skirtsupport bracket bolt
holes
/
Lifting straps (3) [_
SN: y,7ol
/
Desiccant (12,16 unit sizebags) [Jr
Rubber mallet [_/'_
Lead wire seal (forsecurity bag)
Forklift(at least500 lb.capacity)
ESD Scanner
Mat als
/
1,1,1Trichloroethane; I bottle(enough for cleaning) [_
/
MIL-G-4343 grease; 1 container (AHS seal) [v_/
/
MIL-T-83483 thread compound; 1 container (AHS) [v]/
/
Conoco HD-2 grease; I container (bolts,faying surfaces) [_f
Other consumables, including rimple cloth,que-tips, tape,
bags and towels are also to be supplied ifneeded.
Gloves (Latex) I_/
Ground straps I_///Wrist stats (5 each)
Stat gun (1 each) I_Ohm meter (1 each)
Wrist stat checker (I each) _f
Chemical safety goggles (2 each) [
100 Kohm resistor(1 each) [ ]
EJ
E/
[]
cJ
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6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
All hardware accounted for: f_ ,_II,_ec_J
f_
MSFC TE
After the truck has arrived with the motor, the engine should be
turned offand the emergency brake engaged. Chock at least one of
the truck's wheels.
Truck braked and wheel chocked: v _/_ MSFC TE
A sign with the word "LOADED" should be attached to the motor
shipping container.
Attach a ground strap (long enough to reach the shipping
container on the truck) to the pyro facilityground and verify
the resistance. Resistance must be less than I ohm.
Resistance measured: ,/ MSFC QA
6.1.5
6.1.6
6.1.7
6.1.8
CAUTION: Make New Ground Before Braking Old Ground.
Touch the free end of the ground wire to the truck chassis to make
sure the truck and the facility are at the same potential, then,
connect the free end of the ground strap to motor shipping
container (not to lid or lid bolts).
Check continuity of shipping container to ground strap using
an ohm meter. Resistance should measure less than 1 ohm.
Resistance Measured f/ MSFC QA /_-
Disconnect shipping container-to-truck tie down apparatus.
Move tiedown out of the way.
Disconnect shipping container to truck chassis ground.
CAUTION: Do Not disconnect the motor's ground wire while
removing from the truck.
6.1.9
6.1.10
Using the fork lift;, remove shipping container from truck and set
container on the floor in the test room where it may be easily
accessed by personnel and the overhead crane. If deemed necessary
by the MSFC TE, the overhead crane may be used to remove the
shipping container from the truck.
(_ no Crane used: yesForldiR used:
The truck may exit the test area at this time.
d
NOTE: If the truck does not leave the site at this time, the
driver will coordinate the exit with the MSFC 'rE.
6.1.11
6.1.12
6.1.13
6.2.1.1
The large pyro bay doors should be "closed in" but left"cracked"
open during the assembly and pyro test operations.
Installthe shock testcontrol equipment on the pyro plate
as illustratedin Figure 1 (see Appendix C).
Equipment installed ]_ MSFC 'rE
The pyrotechnic shock testwillbe conducted in the aft;
motor configuration.
Pyro Test Setup
Record the test site'stemperature and relative humidity. The relative
humidity shall be above 20%. Ifthe humidity isnot above 20%, alltest
operations must halt until favorable weather conditions resume.
Temperature: r_ 4- OF; Relative Humidity 9"7 %
Remove _Dtor From Shipping Container
Verify wrist straps are being used by ALL personnel while
working with the live motor. All wrist straps shall be checked
with a wrist strap checker before being used. Continuity checks
shall be performed on allmain ground straps after making any
new groun_n.MSFC SE
Position shipping container so that the overhead crane can
easily attach to the test item (this step necessary 0nly if fork lift
positioning was not adequate for crane attachment.)
CAUTION: When using the ESD scanner and the electrostatic
reading on the motor case surface exceeds 1.0
kilovolt, stop all activities on the case, initiate
personnel fall back (a minimum of 4 feet) and
notify safety.
After initial reading over 1.0 kilovolt, repeat electrostatic
reading at intervals not to exceed 5 minutes until the
the voltage has dissipated below 1.0 kilovolt. When
the reading is below 1.0 kilovolt, removal operations may
continue.
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If after 30 minutes the measured electrostatic charge
is in excess of 1.0 kilovolt, Verify facility ground. If
connection to facility ground is open, reconnect through
larger resistor (100 Kohm rain.) to allow a slow
discharge of the motor case.
If the electrostatic reading on the case surface exceeds
4.0 kilovolts, STOP all activities on the case, notify
safety, and evacuate all personnel to safe locations
as directed by safety.
WARNING: Do not remove the nozzle's security bag and weather
seal Removing the bag and seal will expose the
propellant grain and increase the risk of motor
ignition.
6.2.1.2 Open the shipping container and remove all the packing that
interferes with the removal of the test item. Monitor static
charge while removing packaging.
Record Stat Gun reading " 700 ¢.'14-_
Record SN ofStat Gun C J0 (,)_
6.2.1.3
6.2.1.4
6.2.1.7
CAUTION: Make New Ground Before Braking Old Ground.
Attach a ground wire to the pyro facilityground and verifyits
resistance. Resistance shall measure less than 1 ohm. This
wire should be attached at a location close to the BSM.
Resistance measured. / MSFC QA
Attach the ground wire in step 6.2.1.3from the facilityground [x_
to the liveBSM.
..f"
Disconnect the motor to shipping container ground wire. _.._ _ t_
_- - r-r'-J
Attach two liftingrings (along with liftingstrap) to the BSM's [-_/"
aft section, 180 ° apart.
Certifications for all lifting fixtures shall be provided:
Lifting beam assembly certification provided /_
Lifting rings (D-rings) /_;_
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CAUTION: When using the ESD scanner and the electrostatic
reading on the motor case surface exceeds 1.0
kilovolt, stop all activities on the case, initiate
personnel fall back (a minimum of 4 feet) and
notify safety.
After initial reading over 1.0 kilovolt, repeat electrostatic
reading at intervals not to exceed 5 minutes until the
the voltage has dissipated below 1.0 kilovolt. When
the reading is below 1.0 kilovolt, removal operations may
continue.
If after 30 minutes the measured electrostatic charge
is in excess of 1.0 kilovolt, Verify facility ground. If
connection to facility ground is open, reconnect through
larger resistor (100 Kohm rain.) to allow a slow
discharge of the motor case.
If the electrostatic reading on the case surface exceeds
4.0 kilovolts, STOP all activities on the case, notify
safety, and evacuate all personnel to safe locations
as directed by safety.
CAUTION:
6.2.1.8
The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Slowly, monitoring static charge, lift the motor out of the
container using the overhead crane. Lower the test item
so that the forward end of the motor is at waist height.
A detailed visual inspection shall be performed by the MSFC
test engineer and the CSD testengineer on the livetestitems
before testing. Record the motor's serialnumber.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
6.2.1.9 Attach the "break-over" brackets and lifting strap on [_/
the forward end of the motor (see Figure 2, Appendix C).
CAUTION: Do Not disconnect the ground wire while breaking the
motor to the horizontal position.
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CAUTION:
6.2.1.10
The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Lower the motor on its wood supports so that the motor rests
horizontally. The MSFC TE will designate someone to hold the
lifting strap on the forward end while placing the motor in the
horizontal position (see Figure 3, Appendix C). The person holding
the strap should be wearing a wrist strap.
Unhook the lifting straps and remove lifting hardware.
Re-attach the liftinghardware forbracket installation. Attach
liftingstraps in the saddle position (see Figure 4b, Appendix C).
6_2.2 Attach Motor to the Aft Skirt Suvvort Brackets
Steps 6.2.2.1 and 6.2.2.2 may be skipped if deemed "not necessary"
by the MSFC test engineer and the CSD test engineer. However,
the fasteners should still be installed with grease applied.
If time permits, all of the cleaning and surface preparation
may be done before the test date.
CAUTION: When using trichloroethane,personnel shall wear
chemical goggles and neoprene-Latex gloves.
Contaminated materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
CAUTION: When using grease, personnel shall wear Neoprene-
Latex gloves. Contaminated materials shall be
disposed of as hazardous waste.
6.2.2.1 Wipe faying surfaces dean with 1,1,1 trichloroethane
and apply an unbroken film of HD-2 to each surfpee.
After assembly remove excess grease with a li_-free cloth.
J
Surfaces wiped at this time: Yes._.__No__
Grease applied at this time: Yes _/ No.._.__
CAUTION: when using trichloroethane,personnel shall wear
chemical goggles and neoprene-Latex gloves.
Contaminated materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
CAUTION: when using grease, personnel shall wear
Neoprene-Latex gloves. Contaminated materials
shall be disposed of as hazardous waste.
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6.2_2 Clean washers and bolts with
install wet with HD-2 grease.
grease with a lint-free cloth.
1,1,1 trichloroethane and
ARer assembly remove excess
Washers cleaned at this time: Yes.__
CAUTION: Make sure the motor remains properly grounded
during the move to position the test item.
6.2.2.3 Position the motor on the wood supports so the forward and aR
brackets can be easily attached. Leave lifting straps attached.
6.2.2.4 At forward end of I_M installNAS1955CIOH bolts with
NAS1587-5C washers (8 places) through supports and into
threaded insertsofBSM and torque to 145 to 170 in-lbs(13 to
14 ft-lbs)above running torque. /')A
Torque value: /SO ,,, -l_j MSFC QA
Record SN oftorque wrench: 7"- 2-67 -Q L ( 4-# _/)
NOTE: The forward attach bracket has an alignment pin so
there is only one way it can be installed.
NOTE:
6.2.2.5
Be sure the aft attach bracket is in correct alignment
with the forward bracket before installing the aft
attach brrtcket bolts.
At aR end ofBSM installNAS1957C13 bolts with NAS1587-7C [_
washers (under bolt head), NAS1f187-7 washers (under nut) and
VN324BC070 locknuts (_places_md torque to 460 to 540 _-lbs /_7_
• ._I_..'_ i_o.cce.s,rc,bllJ i,,l_ t.._.r_(39 to 45 R-Ibs)above running torque. _ ._ _/,....... ' "_¢-_ _
Torque value: _5-70 i._-/#J MSFC Q,A _ _ $-¢x._ 73
Record SN of torque wrench: 7"- ?-4,7- 6 L _ 4- 6 7 t) _ "/_['_
Bracket Cover Installation /
Bracket cover required? Yes....__No.__
If yes above, the 1/4 inch diameter bolts shall be torqued to
90-110 inch-pounds above running torque. The 5/16 inch
diameter bolts shallbe torqued to 185-200 inch-pounds (16 to 17 fl-lbs)
above running torque.
Torque value: rJ i _
Record SN of torque wrench:
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6.2.4.1
6.2.4.2
Rotate Motor 90 Dem-ees for Pvro Plate _ountin_ ' __
De-torque and remove the bracket to inspection_fl_l_ fasteners. [ ]
Place fasteners in a labeled bag.
_r
With the test item resting on _ackets, unh_k _e belly straps [ ]
from the horizontal stabifliziKg bar (li_ing straps should still be in
the choked posi_own in Figure 4a, Appendix C).
W_ the motor on each endas shown in [ ]
F" e 4b (saddle configuration, Appendix C).
CAUTION: Personnel shall not work under or place any body part
under a suspended load.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the motor's ground wire
during the lifting and rotation operation.
6.2.4.3 Lift the motor and brackets to waist height using the overhead
crane so that the motor can be rotated.
6.2.4.4 Holding the motor by the support brackets, rotate the motor
90 degrees so that the brackets can be mounted on the pyro plate.
/
6.2.4.5 Use the overhead crane to move the test item to the mounting area
on the pyro plate.
6.2.5 Attach the Brackets and Shims to the Pvro Plate
REMINDER: Be sure to put the custom shims in their correct
positions and orientation before sliding bolts
through the pyro plate.
CAUTION: When using grease, personnel shall wear Neoprene-
Latex gloves, Contaminated materials shall be
disposed of as hazardous waste.
6.23.1 Install wet with grease (HD-2) EWB0420-8-23 bolts (10107-8-23
alternate) with NAS1587-8C washers and TLN1021CPD2-8 self-
aligning nuts at _A", _B', and "D" positions (as marked on
supports, 6 places) and torque to 605 to 710 in-lbs above running
torque. At the _C" position, install EWB0420-10-20 bolts
(10107-10-20 alternate) with NAS1587-10C washers and
TLN1023CD3-10 self-aligning nuts (2 places) and torque to 1175 to
1380 in-lbs above running torque.
Torque value: "C" /0_* _"lb5 MSFCQA
A, ,o i,.v tL, 
ORIGINAL PAC_ B
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6.2.5.2
6.2.5.3
6.2.6.2
6.2.6.3
6.2.6.4
Record SN of torque wrench:
Release the tension from the liftingstraps but do not disconnect
the straps. These straps may be used to tape offaccelerometer
wires ifnecessary.
Place the pyrotechnic debris shield in front of the large bay doors
on the north side of the pyro room.
perform Grain Insvection
Clear area of all nonessential personnel for grain inspection.
(Only the grain inspectors (2) and the MSFC TE shall remain.)
Verify grain inspector(s) is(are):
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls, shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing a wrist strap.
c. Wearing tethers and/or tape to keep eye glasses, rings, and
watches from fallinginto the motor.
The grain inspector shall now remove the security bag and cover
from the exitcone.
Perform grain inspection.
propellant? yesCracked
Ifyes, give approximate location and size of crack.
6.2.7 InstallAero Heat Shield
CAUTION: When using trichloroethane,personnel shall wear
chemical goggles and Neoprene-Latex gloves.
Contaminated materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
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6.2.7.1
6.2.7.2
6.2.7.3
6.2.7.4
CLEAN (ifnecessary) preservative or oilfrom the aeroheat shield
using a lint-freecloth and 1,1,1Trichloroethane. DO NOT clean
over the identification.
/
Cleaning performed: Yes __ No _/"
CAUTION: When using trichloroethane,personnel shall wear
chemical goggles and neoprene-Latex gloves.
Contaminated materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
CAUTION: When using grease, personnel shall wear Neoprene-
Latex gloves_ Contaminated materials shall be
disposed of as hazardous waste.
NOTE: Dow Coming Moly Kote 55M Silicone O-ring lubricant
meets the MIL-G4343 specification.
Using a lint-freecloth and 1,1,1Trichloroethane, an operator
wearing a properly grounded wrist stat will CLEAN (ifnecessary)
the sealing surface of the aerohe.aL_ _ver and corresponding
nozzle surfaces. LUBRICATE _) the surfaces with
MIL-4343 grease.
Surface cleaned: Yes P/'No ,
Surface lubricated: Yes No _/
CAUTION: When using grease, personnel shall wear neoprene-
Latex gloves. Contaminated materials shall be
disposed of as hazardous waste.
EXAMINE seal, P/N B12879-02-01 for damage that could
effect the results of the pyro shock or vibration tests.
APPLY MIL-G-4343 grease.
Seal damaged? yes (_
Decription of damage:
NOTE: Extreme care must be taken when installing the seal
Notice there is a small and large lip on the seal (see
Fig. 6, Appendix C). The larger lip is the seal aft face,
and the smaller lip is the seal outside diameter.
/
INSTALL seal,P/N B12879-02-01 on the exitcone ofthe motor. [_/
Reference drawing B14036.
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CAUTION: When using thread compound, personnel shall wear
neoprene-Latex gloves. Contaminated materials
shall be disposed of as hazardous waste. /
.d6.2.7.5 COAT fourteen (14) screws (NASll01E08H10) with MIL-T-83483 [
thread compound.
CAUTION:
6.2.7.6
When installing the Aero Heat Shield, personnel shall
be extremely careful not to drop any foreign object into
the rocket motor (watches, rings, and other jewelry shall
be removed; eye glasses shall be tethered ff worn).
With the nozzle cant vertically up, a properly grounded operator
will INSTALL the aeroheat shield cover with the hinge on the leR
or right side when aR looking forward as specified by USBI/CSD.
Proper alignment in either position is provided by a positioning
pin and mating hole.
6.2.7.7
(NOTE: DO NOT lockwire the screws.)
INSTALL the 14 screws and TORQUE the fasteners using a
standard cross pattern. Record the torque values.
First Pass: Finger Tight MSFC QA
Second Pass: 10-15 in-lbs Value: /_-/f" MSFC QA
Third Pass: 20-25 in-lbs Value: 20 zr MSFC QA
Fourth Pass: 20-25 in-lbs Value: z_o-2)'- MSFC QA _
Record SN oftorque wrench:
6.2.8 Make Sure the Pvro Facility Bay Doors are Oven
6.2.9 Clear Area for Test
The only personnel allowed in the control room are the pyro
shock testconductor, a pyro technician, the MSFC TE, and
the MSFC SE (totalof four (4)people). All other personnel should
move to a clear area. The clear areas are defined as the NORTH
hallway of building 4619 and the area outside the pyro control room
on the WEST side. Other areas must be cleared with the MSFC rITE
and the MSFC SE.
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"-_ 6.2.9.0 Conduct Pyro Shock Test to the Following Parameters:
6.2.9.3
6.2.9.4
6.2.9.5
6.2.9.6
6.2.9.7
6.2.9.8
6.2.9.9
6.2.9.10
6.2.9.11
6.2.9.12
6.2_9.13
6.2.9.14
6.2.9.15
Test Parameters:
Freouencv (I-Iz) Level
_0 24 g peak
50 to I00 +12 db/octave
100 94 g peak
I00 to4000 +6 db/octave
400O to I0,000 3750 g peak
Turn on the flashing light outside room 170A_
For each measurement location select an accelerometer of a type
suitable for the amplitude expected.
Calibrate each accelerometer per ED73-SHK-FOP-008.
Verify test, checkout, and assembly hardware are connected to the
facility ground system.
Verify that no leads are connected to the junction box terminals.
Move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Connect 12 volts to the firingpanel.
Insert the firingkey and verify panel meter indicates the
correct voltage.
Switch key to "ARMED" position and verifypower indicator
light is illuminated.
Open red cover and flipfiringswitch, verifybulb on junction
box lights.
Close red cover.
Switch key to "SAFE" position.
Move junction box switch to "METER" position.
Switch key to "ARMED" position and verify power indicator
light is illuminated.
Open red cover and flipthe firingswitch, verifythat the meter
on junction box indicates 12 volts.
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d
d
Close red cover.
Switch key to "SAFE" position and disconnect voltage source.
6.2.9.18 Remove firing key.
6.2.9.20
Verify that no severe weather or electrical storms are within
10 miles of the immediate vicinity (Army Met. Team 876-2465).
Verify that no flammable solvents, paints, gases, etc., are
in the hazardous area.
Verify all non-essential personnel are clear of the test area.
Verify pyro technician is:
[,j/
tq/
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls,shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing safety goggles, hearing protection, and a wrist
strap when installing explosive items.
6.2.9.23
6.2.9.24
6.2.9.25
6.2.9.26
c. In possession of the arming key and that the firing panel
is in the safe position.
The pyro technician shall remove all matches, lighters,
jewelry, and all battery-powered devices such as electrical
wrist watches, calculators,portable radios, etc.
During periods of connecting blasting caps, MI)F, and FLSC,
a maximum of two people (to be designated by the MSFC TE)
willbe permitted to remain in the shock area.
Installrequired MDF or FLSC on exciterplate. (Total of 26"
of-25 grains per foot)(See Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, Appendix C)
Verify switch on junction box is in "BULB" position.
WARNING: If bulb glows, there is sufficient radio frequency in
the area to possibly cause detonation of the blasting
cap. The cap should be left shorted and returned to
room 170B storage cabinet. All blasting activities
will be curtailed until the RF source is removed.
6.2.9.27 Verify that bulb on junction box is not illuminated.
6.2.9.28 In room 170B, verify that blasting cap shorting coilis in place
and is undamaged before removing from storage container.
6.2.9.29 Remove blasting cap from container and transport to room 170.
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6.2.9.30
6.2.9.31
6.2.9.32
6.2.9.34
6.2.9.35
6.2.9.36
In room 170, verifythat wrist straps are in place. [_/
Installblasting cap on exciter plate. [_/
Press blasting cap shorting coilfirmly against facilityground [_/
for 1 second. In order to short the leads, remove enough shorting
coilfrom the blasting cap to attach alligatorclip.
Remove shorting coil.
Move switch on junction box to "METER" position. _/
Verify 0 (zero)volts on meter, b_/
WARNING: If voltage is indicated, the lines to the firing panel
are either connected to a voltage source or are
picking up voltage from radiation caused by a nearby
source. The cap should be left shorted and returned
to room 170B storage cabinet. All blasting activities
will be curtailed until the voltage source is removed.
6.2.9.39
Move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Installblasting cap leads in junction box, move switch to
"FIRE" position,and remove alligatorclip.
The pyro technician shall now leave the area, close the door,
and inform the MSFC TE of the status.
6.32,
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6_3.6
Detonation of Pyrotechnics
The lead pyro engineer shall now prepare the data acquisition
system to acquire data.
Start the tape recorder.
Connect firing lines to the pyro control room junction box.
The lead pyro engineer, the pyro technician, the MSFC TE, and
the MSFC SE shall now leave the pyro control room and move to
the clear area outside.
Connect firing panel voltage supply and insert firing key,
verify that the meter indicates the appropriate voltage.
Begin countdown.
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6.3.7
6.3.8
6.3.9
6.3.10
6.3.11
6.3.12
6.3.13
6.4
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.5
On the count of"3", the pyro technician shall put the switch
in the "ARMED" position and verify that the power indicator
is illuminated.
On the FIRE command, the pyro technician will open the red
cover and flip the firing switch.
After firing, turn the firing panel key to the "UNARMED"
position.
WARNING: If blasting cap does not fire, refer to Section 10.4
in ED73-SHK-FOP-004 (see Appendix A).
Blasting Cap Fired: yes _ no
Remove the arming key and disconnect the voltage supply.
Test personnel may now return to the control room.
Wait a minimum of 5 minutes after firingbefore opening
the door to room 170.
The lead pyro engineer shall now begin to reduce the data.
Post Test Inspection
Inform the MSFC TE that the door to room 170 from the control
room is to be opened.
The pyro technician shall enter room 170 and move the junction
box switch to the "BULB" position.
Remove blasting cap leads from junction box.
Inspect the shock plate to insure allexplosive devices fired
properly.
WARNING: If all explosive items did not fire, refer to
Section 10.5 in ED73-SHK-FOP-004 (see Appendix A).
The BSM shall be visually inspected for damage resulting from
the pyro shock test. Any anomalies willbe recorded. All other
personnel shall remain in the control room or in the clear area
until the "ALL CLEAR" is given by the MSFC TE. _J0 __
MSFC TE indicates all clear for appropriate personnel.
Post Test Removal from the Pyro Plate
I
f
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6.5.1
6.5.2
6.5.3
6.5.4
6.5.7
6.5.8
6.5.9
6.6
Have a certifiedfork lift(500 pound minimum) ready to load the
BSM and palletonto the transport truck.
CAUTION: Exercise care not to entangle or tug on the motor
grounding strap during the following lifting
operations.
Tighten the liftingstraps using the overhead crane so that
the boltscan be loosened.
De-torque and remove the bolts that attach the brackets
to the pyro plate.
CAUTION:
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
The following steps involve working with a suspended
Remove custom shims and place in labeled bag for use in the
vibration tests.
Lower the motor to waist height.
Rotate the motor 90 degrees so that the brackets can be mounted
on the pallet.
Using the overhead crane, place the motor on the palletso that
itrests on the aft skirt support brackets and isaligned with the
pre-drilledbolt holes.
With the testitem resting on the brackets, unhook the belly
straps from the horizontal stabilizingbar.
Bolt the testitem to the palletusing the provided fasteners for
transport to vibration.
Motor secured to pallet f_ MSFC TE
Test Report and Data Requirements
d
v(
A final test report will be submitted to UT/CSD within 30 working days after
testing is completed. Three copies plus one reproducible copy of this report
will be submitted containing shock response spectrum (SRS) plots (with
Q=10 value) and the time history plots. The test tolerances shall be
overplotted on the control spectrum.
Model numbers and serial numbers for all instrumentation and test
equipment shall be included in the report. Test setup photos should
also be included in the report.
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_-7.0 Post Test Verification
The procedure delineated in the above document has been
satisfactorilycompleted and •
a° All sequences in the procedure have been completed (or
deleted by approved deviation)
b.
Submitted Verified by:.
All Procedure changes have been recorded and approved.
[ 'l_estEngineer
Date: o_/2[/_ )"
Motor Serial Number: _ _00 73c_
/ \
f
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1.0 General Information
Z0
L1 Scope
This test procedure addresses all the requirements to perform
vibration testing on Booster Separation Motors (BSM). The test
program consists of liR-off vibration, boost vibration, and
vehicle dynamics vibration.
1.2 Objective
The objective of the dynamic testing is to verify the physical and
functional survivability of the Booster Separation Motors. Of
particular interest for these tests are the components bonded
using EA9394 adhesive. The components using this adhesive
include the throat insert, the centering insert, and the igniter
grain support rod.
Applicable Documents
MSFC-STD-513A Certification of Equipment Operations and
Materials Handling Personnel
EG5300.36A Safety
29 CFR 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA)
NSS/GO 1740.9 Safety Standard for Lifting Devices and Equipment
NHB 1700.1(371) Basic Safety Manual
AMC-R 385-100 Safety Manual
EP01-SOP-01 Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical
Operations
MM 1700A Safety and Environmental Health Hazards
MMI 1700.17 MSFC Procedures for Acquiring Shipping Permits for
Rocket Motors and Igniters
MMIITI0.1 Safety Review and Approval of Hazardous and Potentially
Hazardous Facilitiesand Activitiesat MSFC
MMI1710.6 MSFC Program for Personnel Certification
MMI1711.2 Mishap Reporting and Investigation
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MMI 1845.1 Hazard Communication Program
3.0
MM16400.2 Packaging, Handling, and Moving Program Critical
Hardware
MSFC-RQMT-1493 Electrostatic Discharge Control Requirements
MSFC-STD-1800 ElectrostaticDischarge (ESD) Control for Propellant and
Explosive Devices
MSFC-S223-126E Inspection, Maintenance, Proof Testing and Certification
of Handling Equipment
CSIN5597-93-I Rev. B Enhanced Delta Qualification Test Plan for Booster
Separation Motor (BSM), Aug. 6, 1993
IOSPC-0067 Rev. A Specification for Booster Separation Motors for Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (thru SCN 014)
Safety
3.1 The following safety criteriaare in accordance with ET01-SOP-
01, Rev. A., Standard Operation Procedures for Safety Critical
Operations". If safety rules/regulations are not followed,injury
to personnel and/or damage to test items could occur.
Emergency telephone numbers are as follows:
Safety 4-0046
Ambulance 112
Fire 117
Security 4-4357
Utilities 4-3919
Medical Center 4-2390
Communication Repair 4-1771
3_
3.3
Prior to starting work in 4619 a visual inspection of work area
shall be made for anomalies by task supervisor and safety
personnel.
Date / Time: 0_]_.zI_ 1 _2o0 _,._.
!
Personnel shall not work or position themselves beneath
suspended loads unless such loads are securely and
adequately blocked up.
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3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
Objects handled by overhead hoist shall be liftedonly high
enough to clear fixed objectsin the path of travel. Spreader
bars and slingsmay be lefton the hoist ifdesired when not in
use, but must be raised so that the lowest part ofthe lifting
equipment willbe at least seven feetfrom the floorwhen not in
use.
Crane, hoist,liftprime operators, and riggers shall be certified
according to the latestrevision of MMI 1710.6, and shall have
in their possession a valid certificationcard.
Certificationschecked by: ]t_"-_
Date/Time: o_/z_[_ S:c_'_._
Personnel working around suspended loads shall be alert to
the possibilityofbeing crushed between the suspended load
and a fixed object.
Loads shall be moved slowly so they will not accumulate more
momentum than can be stopped with littleor no swing.
Where handling slings are called out, a sling with more
pickup points than required may be used ifthe weight capacity
per point used is equal or greater than the weight capacity of
each point of the noted sling and the free pickup point is (are)
secured to prevent it (them) from swinging and causing
damage to parts.
Only the area coordinator should direct the crane moves,
however, any person determining an immediate danger or
problem may request stoppage of activities.
The liftingor transportation operation shall be halted by the
area coordinator at any time the control area cannot be
maintained.
Steel toe shoes are required during liftingoperations.
Hardhats are required when the liR is at or above the
shoulders.
Tag line operators are to wear leather gloves.
The primary safety hazards associated with this operation are:
3.13.1 Lift operations
3.13.2 Solvent Use (See NOTE)
3.13.3 Live (Loaded) Solid Rocket Motor
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NOTE: Grease and solvent use are only 'tif needed" as
determined by the MSFC TE and CSD TE.
3.14 Any time a crane is being used, it must be dogged if:
3.14.1 The load will be suspended in a staticcondition for an
extended amount of time.
3.142 A crane operator crew change or substitution must be made.
3.15 No electric power tools shall be used near the live test item.
Use of pneumatic tools is acceptable.
3.16 All ground cables and ground straps end-to-end resistances
shall be verified with a multimeter. These resistances
must measure less than 1 ohm.
3.17 All personnel within touching distance shall wear a wrist
strap that has been checked with a wrist strap checker. This
step should be performed each time the wrist strap ground is
broken.
3.18 All personnel within touching distance of open grain
propellant (and ordnance) shall wear antistatic coveralls.
Test Items and Test Reouirements
4.1 Test Items
The test item for the vibration tests consist of a BSM which will
be tested in the aft motor configuration. The motor will be
tested with an aero heat shield over the exit cone. The motor
weighs approximately 154 pounds.
Motor Serial Number ]00_ 7._ Conditioning Temp. I_ -_
4.2 Test Requirements
4.2.1 Test Tolerances
The tolerances applicable to the test conditions are as follows:
(Unless otherwise stated in the procedure)
Vibration Frequency:.
Test Duration:
Temperature:
Sinusoidal Control Signal
Maximum Harmonic Distortion
Sinusoidal Peak Acceleration
± 5%
+ I0%, -0%
±5 °F
±10%
+20%, -10%
I09
Composite Root Mean Square
Acceleration
Acceleration Spectral Density
+10%
+I00%, -25%
(+3dB, -l.5dB)
4.22
4.3
4.3.1
4.3.1.1
4.3.1.2
4.3.1.3
Test Data
All data taken with non-recording instruments will be
recorded in ink directlyonto data sheets and/or log sheets.
The log or data sheets willidentifythe testbeing performed, the
testitem, the item part number, and the applicable test
procedure. Corrections or changes will be made by drawing a
single line through the original entry. The new entry will be
made directlyabove the old and initialedby the person making
the entry. Each page willbe signed and dated at the bottom of
the page by the person making the entries,and counter signed
by the testengineer aRer review.
Test Conditions
The live delta qualification motor will be vibration tested at a
specific temperature. The motor will either be tested at 25°F
(+0, -5 °F) or at 125°F (+5, -0 °F) depending on which
qualification motor this procedure controls.
The MSFC TE shall check with the Army MET team to ensure that
there is no lighting within I0 miles.
(MET team phone number ....876-2465).
Iflightning is within I0 miles during any time that a live
BSM isin building 4619, the MSFC TE shallmake
arrangements to disconnect the motor ground from the
facilityground. The motor shall remain ungrounded until
the lightning is out of range.
When reconnecting the ground aRer a lightning storm, a
100Kohm resistor should be connected to the ground wire from the
motor before connecting to facilityground. This allows any charge
on the motor to slowly dissipate to ground. The resistorshould be
leR connected for no less than 30 seconds.
After the specified time, disconnect the ground wire from
facility ground and remove the resistor. Reconnect the
ground strap from the motor to facility ground.
II0
4.3.2
4.5.2
The testsite'srelativehumidity must be above 20%. Ifthe humidity
is below 20%, alltestoperations must cease until favorable weather
conditions resume.
Test site'srelative humidity ._7 _c MSFC TE ._
_t- 5:oc _'." c_/-,,/_;
Test Equipment
All measurements shall be made with instruments and
equipment whose accuracy and/or calibration has been
verified.
CalibrationAcceptable .. '_b MSFC TE
'.-J_"_ CSD TE
Proof Loading of Handling Equipment (required for PCH)
The heaviest lift during all of the delta qualification testing
will be lifting the motor while in its shipping container.
The motor and shipping container together weigh about 310 lbs.
All forklifts and overhead hoists must be load (break) tested
to at least 110% ofthis weight (i.e. 350 lbs.). This test must be
performed prior to any handling of the BSM but does not need to
be repeated until something other than the BSM is fired by the
same handling equipment. It is therefore recommended that
the break tests be performed each evening before the BSM testing
commences. The break tests shall be performed as follows:
a. The proof load must be at least350 Ibs.
b. Lift the dummy load clear of the ground (less than 1 foot) and
lower to ground three times, holding for five minutes on the
third lift. Liflfing straps and spreader bar should be attached
during the lift.
SEE APPENDIX C FOR THE PROOF TEST INSPECTION SHEETS.
Test Procedure
Afar review and documented approval, a redline change to
this procedure may be performed. Approval shall be by a
minimum of the MSFC TE, MSFC QA, and MSFC SE.
As soon as possible after a testfailure,a deviation from the
specified test environment, or any other incident which affects
the testor testitem, MSFC willnotifythe authorized UT/CSD
representative of the event verbally and willthen generate a
Test Procedure Deviation (NASA form 3959). A copy of the Test
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Procedure Deviation is presented in Appendix A. Photographs
of any discrepancies shall also be taken.
Personnel Resoonsibilities
5.1 Test Witnessing
All tests will be witnessed by the authorized UT/CSD
representative and USBI representative. The MSFC test
engineer will also witness the testing. Notification of the start
of each test shall be communicated to the authorized UT/CSD
and USBI representatives and the MSFC safety representative
and testengineer at ;east 2 hours in advance.
MSFC Safety Notified /4/_
 r/CSD
5.2 The MSFC TE will serve as the area coordinator for the
test. All hnndling of the BSM will be directed by the
MSFC TE or cognizant test engineer.
5.3 Jim McGee (vibration) shall be responsible for
photographic coverage of the vibration test activities.
5.4 All involved lab directors and division chiefs shall be notified
prior to testing.
5.5 The area around the outside of the vibration facility shall be
secured before the live BSM is brought to the pyro shock test site.
Area secured? _ NO __MSFC TE
__MSFC SE
Comments: c_ /,_(,_, _c_4-_ _ _',
6.O yibration Tests
6.0.1 Make sure the CSD TE has reviewed the calibrations for the
vibration tests.
6.0.2 Open the doors that enter the vibration test room from the
mgh bay ofbldg. 4619.
6.1 Re-check system setup. Verify chamber temperature.
J
J
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Radial Axis Tests
Assemble the leg supports on the conditioning chamber.
Lift Off Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the lift; off vibration
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 60 seconds:
Frequenc_ (Hz) Level
20 0.017 g2/Hz
20 to 55 +6 db/octave
55 to 2O0 0.077 g2/Hz
200 to 280 -11 db/octave
280 to 1200 0.022 g2/Hz
1200 to2000 -4.5 db/octave
2000 0.010 g2/Hz
Composite: 6.9 grms
Boost Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the boost vibration
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 120
seconds:
Frequencw (Hz) Level
20 to 200 0.54 g2/Hz
200 to350 -12 db/octave
350 to I000 0.060 g2/Hz
1000 to 2000 -6 db/octave
2000 0.015 g2/I-Iz
Composite: 14.0 grms
Vehicle Dynamics Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the vehicle dynamics
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows:
FreQuency (Hz) Level
5 to 10 0.7gpeak
10 to 40 3.7 g peak
Sweep Rate: 3 octaves per minute
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6.3
6.3.1
6.33,
6.3.3
6.3.4
6.3.5
6.3.6
6.3.7
6.3.8
6.3.9
/1
Transport Motor From Room 156 to Room 158/Setup for Tang. Axis
/
Remove leg supports from conditioning chamber. [_v/_/"
Disconnect the conditioning unit from the conditioning chamber.
Inspection certifications shall be provided for the overhead
cranes in 4619.
Crane #1, Bldg. 4619 rm. 156 certification provided
Crane #2, Bldg. 4619 rm. 158 certification provided _(_
Certifications for all lifting fixtures shall be provided:
Lifting beam assembly certification provided _f_
Lifting rings (D-rings) l_
._vf-
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the motor ground
while lifting.
CAUTION:
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
Using the overhead crane, lift the conditioning chamber off of the
vibration table and place it on the floor.
.I
Record time when chamber was removed
The following step involves working with a suspended
Verify motor ground connection on the motor and at the facility
ground contact point.
Disconnect the instrumentation wires. Remove any other
instrumentation that is no longer needed or that might interfere
with motor transport. . _ o'_[_dq _b. 'at_. ,7-a,2-'_--_
Attach the _ straps (as shown in Fig._a$ toq2iemotor -_" z-y._
and spreader bar and hook to the overhead crane.
Remove adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the motor ground
while lifting.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
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6.3.10
6.3.11
6.3.12
Slowly liR the motor offofthe table and place it on the facility's
roll cart. _ _lz_ _ _" _ _ -_7
__ _- _. ¢-_- ¢ _ .
Unhook spreader bar from _¢-s_p9. Leave straps wrapped
around the motor.
Open the doors that enter the high bay in room 158.
Z
d
CAUTION: Make sure that the ground strap is long enough to
reach to room 158 during the transport from one room
to the other.
6.3.13
6.3.14
Slowly pull the motor using the roll cart from room 156 to room 158.
Be sure to place the cart directly beneath _he overhead crane.
&_mcn spreader bar to li_..._._L_'-=_:a_:=. the overhead'crane.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the motor ground
while lifting.
CAUTION:
6.3.15
6.3.18
6.3.19
6.3.20
The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
Using the overhead crane, liR the motor from the pull cart
and place it on the vibration table.
Align the adapter plates with the holes on the table.
Fasten the adapter plates to the table using the facility supplied
fasteners. Torque these fasteners to 65 ft-lbs.
Recordtorque value: 5 f_+-i_ MSFCQA _
Torque wrench SN: [_T_d " _C_"
Remove all lifting hardware.
Attach accelerometers to the motor (see Fig. 2)
Reconnect accelerometer wires.
t/
&4
6.4.1
6.42
Thermal Conditioning Setup for Tangential and Longitudinal
Axis
Use the overhead crane to place the conditioning chamber over
the motor.
Once the chamber is in place, attach the necessary hoses and
instrumentation from the conditioning unit to the chamber.
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6.4.3
6.4.6
6.5
6.5.1
6.5.1.1
Make sure the chamber thermocouple is in the correct position
for measuring the air temperature around the motor.
Make sure the motor ground strap is secured.
Activate conditioning unit and monitor the temperature until it
has stabilized to the desired temperature.
Record time/temp, when stabilized:
Record total time out of conditioning:. i hr"
Recondition motor for twice the time out of conditioning ifout more
than 30 minutes.
Reconditioning necessary: __ No
Ifyes, how long does motor need reconditioned? _ _ r_
Tangential Axis Tests
Lift Off Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the liR off vibration
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 60 seconds:
Freouencv (Hz) Level
2{) 0.016 g2/Hz
20 to 75 +3 db/octave
75 to 1000 0.060 g2/Hz
1000 to 2000 -3 dh/octave
2000 0.030 g2/Hz
Composite: I0.0 grins
Boost Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the boost vibration
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 120 seconds.
Freauencv (Hz) Level
20 to 800 0.24 g2/Hz
800 to 2000 -4 dh/octave
2000 0.071 g2/Hz
Composite: 18.4 grms
d
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Vehicle Dynamics
The following levels and conditions apply for the vehicle dynamics
tests. Vibrate the motor only as follows:
Frequency (Hz) Level
5 to 10 0.7 gpeak
I0 to40 4.3 g peak
Sweep Rate: 3 octaves per minute
6.6
6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.3
6.6A
Axis Change From Tangential to Longitudinal
Disconnect conditioning unit from conditioning chamber.
Attach overhead crane to the conditioning chamber.
Slowly lift the conditioning box off of the test item and move it
away and move it away from the vibration table and place on
the floor. Disconnect lifting hardware.
Record time of chamber removal: [} _00 p_. _il_l_L
Verify motor ground connection on the motor and at the facility
ground contact point,
6.6.5 Remove adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
6.6.6 Unhook control accelerometer.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground when
changing the axis on the table.
CAUTION:
6.6.7
6.6.8
6.6.9
The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
Rotate the motor and bracket assembly 90 ° using the overhead crane.
Disconnect lifKug hardware.
Re-attach adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
Torque to 65 R.Ibs.
 ord to, e val.e:
Torque wrench SN: _7_/- _ _C I_
Reconnect control accelerometer.
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6.6.10
6.6.11
6.6.12
6.6.13
K7
6.7.1
6.7.1.1
Reconnect liRing hardware to the conditioning chamber and place it
over the motor. Reconnect chamber legs as necessary.
Ifnecessary, re-attach hoses, instrumentation, etc.,before starting
conditioning unit.
Start conditioning unit. Monitor until ithas stabilizedto the
desired temperature.
Record time/temp, when stabilized: /] : Z(_
Record total time out of tolerance: 7 _ v,_, n
Recondition motor for twice the time out of tolerance if the time
out was greater than 30 minutes.
Reconditioning necessary: Yes ee_re _//_IfYes, how long does the motor n conditioning?
Longitudinal Axis Test
Lift Off Vibration
The following levels and conditions apply for the lift off vibration
test. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 60 seconds.
Frequency (Hz) Level
2{) 0.016 g2H-Iz
20 to 75 +3 db/octave
75 to 1000 0.060 g2/Hz
1000 to 2000 -3 dh/octave
2000 0.030 g2/Hz
Boost Vibration
Composite: 10.0 grins
The following levels and conditions apply for the boost vibration
test. Vibrate the motor only as follows for a duration of 120 seconds.
Freouencv (Hz) Level
20 to 800 0.24 g2/Hz
800 to 2000 -4 db/octave
2OO0 0.071 g2/Hz
Composite: 18.4 grins
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6.7.3 Vehicle Dynamics
6.7.3.1 The following levels and conditions apply for the vehicle dynamics
test. Vibrate the motor only as follows.
Frequency (Hz) Level
5 to 10 0.7 gpeak
10 to40 4.3 g peak
Sweep Rate: 3 octaves per minute
6.8 Post Test Inspection
6.8.1
6.8.2
The BSM testitem shallbe visually inspected by the MSFC QA,
MSFC TE, and the CSD TE for exterior damage resulting from
vibration testing. _ _,_ ,_._
Remove all instrumentation.
6.9 Data Requirements
Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots for allcontrol and response
accelerometers for liftoffand boost tests shall be recorded. The
test tolerances shall be overplotted on the control accelerometers
plots. Acceleration versus frequency plots shall be recorded for all
accelerometers used during vehicle dynamics tests.
post Test Disassembly/Prepare for Shiument
7.1 Conditioning Chamber Removal
7.1.1 Disconnect any hoses and instrumentation that hinders
the removal of the chamber.
7.L2 Using the overhead crane, slowly liftthe conditioning chamber
offof the vibration table and place on the floor.
7.1.3 Move chamber out of the way.
7.1.4 Move the conditioning unit out of the way ifnecessary.
7.1.5 Verify motor ground connection on the motor and at the facility
ground contact point.
7.1.6 Remove vibration table insulation.
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7.2
7.2.3
7.2.3
7.2.5
7.3
7.3.1
7.3.2
7.3.3
7.3.4
Aero Heat Shield Removal
WARNING: Removing the Aero Heat Shield exposes the motor's
propellant grain. Personnel should use caution during
any operations with and exposed grain. Tools,
watches, eye glasses, etc., should be tethered (if
necessary) to prevent dropping anything into the
motor.
Make sure the motor ground is secured.
Make sure verified wrist straps are being worn by the personnel
removing the aero heat shield.
Remove the fasteners from the Aero Heat Shield.
Place the fasteners in a marked bag.
SLOWLY remove the Aero Heat Shield.
Remove the heat shield seal. Do not drop the sealinto the motor.
Post Test Inspection of Motor Propellant Grain
Make sure motor ground wire is secured.
Clear area of all non-essential personnel. Only the grain inspectors
(2) and the MSFC TE shall remaim
Verify grain inspector(s) is(are):
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls,shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing a wrist strap.
c. Wearing tethers and/or tape to keep eye glasses, rings,and
watches from fallinginto the motor.
Perform grain inspection.
Cracked propellant yes
If yes, give approximate location and size of crack:
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Other comments on grain condition:
7.3.5
7.4
7.4.1
7.49.
7.4.3
7.4.4
7.4.5
7.4.6
MSFC QA (./y_.(l,jg_.._ _ ,_t
A draw-wire, fabric, security bag shall be installed over the
nozzle exit cone. The bag shall be closed around the exit cone
and secured by inserting the bag wire ends througk a-steade_-/_ _,,,'/2_/f3
_(i.e. cover the exit cone the same way that it _f-z3-?j.
was received). /_ _-_3 _ _
Adapter Plate Removal
Remove the adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
Attach liftingstraps as shown in Fig. Ib (Appendix B).
cd
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
CAUTION:
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Lift the motor off of the vibration table and move to an area [v_/
near the wood supports.
/
Lower the motor so that it rests on the wood supports. [-/f
Rotate the motor 180 ° so that the adapter plates face up. [_/
Remove the bracket to adapter plate fasteners. Place fasteners [ t_
in a marked bag.
The following step involves working with a suspended
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Aft Skirt Bracket Removal
Remove the aR end motor to bracket fasteners (12 places).
Place fasteners in a marked bag. -_
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CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
CAUTION:
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
LiR the motor to waist height using the overhead crane.
Rotate the motor 180 ° so that the bracket to adapter plate
fastener holes face the floor.
The following step involves working with a suspended
t/
Lower the motor so that it rests on the wood supports.
Remove forward end motor to bracket fasteners (8 places).
Place fasteners in a marked bag.
Return Motor to the Vertical Position
8.1
8.2
8.3
Attach 2 D-rings, 180 degrees apart, and one liRing strap
to the aft end holes of the motor.
Attach the '%reak-over" brackets (and lifting strap) to the
appropriate bolt holes on the forward face of the motor case.
Attach the aft lifting strap to the overhead crane hook.
CAUTION: The following steps involve working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
8.4 One person (as chosen by the MSFC TE) shall hold the lifl_g
strap on the forward end to keep the motor from swinging when
lifted from the aft end. Slowly lift the aR end of the motor to bring
it to a vertical position.
8.5 Raise the motor so that the aft end is at waist height. [L_//
CAUTION: The following steps involve working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
/
8.6 Disconnect the 'break-over" brackets. Place brackets in a _/
marked bag.
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9.O place Motor In Shiuninf Container
9.1 Remove lid from shipping container by removing the lock-ring
bolt and nut, lockring, and cover. (See Fig. 3 for an overall view
of the shipping container).
9_ Remove top cushion insert. Make sure that the top bearing plate
is properly oriented to the relative location of the drum humidity
indicator/pressure relief valve (see Fig. 4). If not as shown
(the two 1-inch dia. clearance holes must straddle the (imaginary)
horizontal center line) the center cushion insert, as a unit (do not
lift center insert...it's keyed to the bottom insert) must be rotated
to bring the top plate into proper position as shown.
9.3 Remove the bearing plate from the tierods. DO NOT remove the
tierod nuts.
9.4 Remove and discard any old bags of desiccant.
9.5 Drape the loose end of the container ground strap over the edge
of the container.
9.6 Visually inspect the container interior to assure it is free of any
foreign matter. Vacuum interior if required.
9.7 Attach a ground wire to facilityground and verifyits resistance.
Resistance shall measure less than one (1) ohm.
Resistance measured: _ I MSFC QA _J
9.8 Connect this ground wire to the motor shipping container and
verify the resistance (<1 ohm)
Resistance measured: , / MSFC QA_ _i
9.9
9.10
Install the antistatic foamed plastic liner tightly around the motor
case, and secure in place _.'_='-= _z l-'-=='= -.'_A:-' '=_='_;j_,__.. _.
_) _ Iv _'_ _ -, _,--
l_-Z_-_ _ i
Install the antistaticplasticfilm bag, up and over the motor.
9.11 Visually orientate the motor nozzle cant to the side of the container
indicated by the marking, "POSITION NOZZLE CANT THIS SIDE"
on the cushion insert.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the motor ground
while lowering the motor into the container.
W
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9.12
9.13
9.14
9.15
CAUTION: The following steps involve working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
CAUTION: When using the ESD scanner and the electrostatic
reading on the motor case surface exceeds 1.0
kilovolt, stop all activities on the case, initiate
personnel fall back (a minimum of 4 feet) and
notify safety.
After initial reading over 1.0 kilovolt, repeat
electrostatic reading at intervals not to exceed 5
minutes until the the voltage has dissipated below 1.0
kilovola When the reading is below 1.0 kilovolt,
removal operations may continue.
If after 30 minutes the measured electrostatic charge
is in excess of 1.0 kilovolt, Verify facility ground. If
connection to facility ground is open, reconnect
through
larger resistor (100 Kohm min.) to allow a slow
discharge of the motor case.
If the electrostatic reading on the case surface exceeds
4.0 kilovolts, STOP all activities on the case, notify
safety, and evacuate all personnel to safe locations.
Slowly lower the mo' or into the container while monitoring
staticcharge.
e ,rdStatQ SN: C 5
CAUTION: Make new ground before breaking old ground.
Attach the container ground wire to the motor using the 1/4-20
UNC x 3/4 long bolt and nut provided. Torque to 50 in-lbs ±5 in-lbs.
Measure resistance to verify ground (should be <1 ohm).
Torque wrench SN: _._//7
Resistance Measured , _ MSFC QA __.._.
Disconnect ground wire connecting the motor and facility ground.
Remove lifting hardware.
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9.16
9.17
9.18
9.19
920
9.21
Visually orientate the top bearing plate to the nozzle cant, indicated
by the marking on the plate "POSITION THIS SIDE TO
NOZZLE CANT", and place itover the nozzle and three tierods and
bring itto reston the motor flange. Tighten and torque tierod nuts
to 20 in-lbs+2 in-lbs.
TorquewrenchSN: %c'4
CAUTION: Make sure that the top bearing plate is indexed to the
motor case O.D. and is resting fiat on the top of the
flange.
Place twelve
container in
Also, make sure that the grounding strap terminal
and attach nut and bolt head is positioned in the
clearance hole in the plate.
(12) 16 unit sizebags of fresh desiccant into the
the cavity around the top bearing plate.
CAUTION: Once the bagged desiccant has been put into the
container, the remaining packaging steps must
be completed immediately and the container closed
to prevent the desiccant from over exposure to free
air circulation.
If, after the desiccant has been placed into the
container, the packaging cannot be completed,
close the container until packaging can be resumed.
Installthe top cushion insert. Make sure that itsindex slot,on
the bottom face,matches with the index block on the top bearing
plate.
Place the motor log book and any other required documentation
into a suitable sizeelectrostaticfreeplasticbag (3M velostat or
Richmond Pink Poly) and place into the stowage slotprovided
in the top cushion insert.
Place the container lid onto the container, making sure that there
is no foreign rotter on the lid gasket or container rim.
Install the lockring, with its bolt flanges positioned (centered)
between the container humidity indicator and lifting grip.
Installthe boltand nut and torque to6 fl-lbs± 1/2R-Ibs (72 in-lbs).
Record torque value: _ _- iS) MSFC _
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NOTE: The lockring shall be tapped, using a rubber mallet,
at various points around the ring during bolt tightening.
922 Installa standard wire and lead seal through the provided holes
in the lockring bolt flanges. S_-_-_L._ a QC pro "° a_ e,g_v__
"i-k TT_I"_r'I I= %1'_ , _
t'-dY-_--' • "- _- -
NOTE: Before shipping, USBI personnel shall make sure the
shipping container is properly labeled. Reference CSD's
Material HAndling Card, Rev. C, dated 5-23-89 sectiorm
10 and subsequent.
10.o :Y...c.,at,,.,F_i_J_
A finaltestreport willbe submitted to IfrlCSD within 30 working
days after testing is completed. Three copies plus one reproducible
copy of this report willbe submitted containing the following
information as a minimum:
A. A description of test mounting and setup and location of
instrumentation with two sets of color stillphotographs
(8-I/2by 11 inches) of setups and instrumentation close-ups.
B. A listof allinstrumentation and equipment with ranges and
plot accuracy of all acquired data with objectiveevidence of
calibrationstatus at the time of tests.
C. Sketches oftestsetups.
D. Power spectral density (PSD) plots ofall acceleration data.
E. The results of allinspections and tests performed i.e.,data
tapes, data plots,and completed data summary sheets.
F. Any alteration or deviation from this procedure will be
described in detailby a Notice of Deviation and included in
the finalreport.
G. Model numbers and serialnumbers for all instrumentation and
test equipment shall be included in the report.
J
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11.0 Post Test Verification
The procedure delineated in the above document has been
satisfactorily completed and :
a. All sequences in the procedure have been completed (or
deleted by approved deviation)
h
Submitted Verified by:
c> /z. 19
Motor Serial Number:
All Procedure changes have been recorded and approved.
/cw ]Y JlJ
tJ
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(A) CHOKED (B) SADDLED
(C) 3-D IN SADDLED POSITION
FIGURE 1. LIFTING STRAP ATTACHMENTS
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FIGURE 3. OVERALL VIEW OF SHIPPING CONTAINER
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BSM MOTORS S/N 1000734 AND
S/N 1000738 PYROSHOCKTEST
DATA
o
NationalAeronautics and
Space Administration
George C. Mandlall Space Right Centre"
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
oama: ED73 (93-94) October 6, 1993
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
EE11/Mr. Smith
ED73/Mr. Brewster
SRB Booster Separation Motor (BSM) Pyrotechnic Shock
Qualification Test TCP# SRB-QUAL-ED93-062
Pyrotechnic Shock Qualification tests were completed on two BSM
flight units on September 20-21, 1993 at the MSFC Pyrotechnic
Shock Test Facility in building 4619. The tests were necessary
to flight qualify various BSM hardware modifications. Test 1
was completed on BSM Unit SN 1000738 and test 2 was completed
on BSM Unit SN 1000734. The tests were conducted according to
BSM Delta Qualification Test Procedure #BSM-TCP-EP54001, dated
August 16, 1993.
The test setup consisted of hanging a 4' X 8' X 1/2" steel
plate from the ceiling of the blast room and mounting the BSM
horizontally approximately in the middle of the plate with the
thrust direction pointed to the blast room away from the door.
The test setup is shown in enclosure 1 and the photographs in
appendix A.
The pyrotechnic shock was generated by two #8 blasting caps and
20 inches of Flexible Linear Shape Charge (FLSC) (25 grains/
foot) configured in two parts around each end of a two 3/8" X
13" X 2" thick steel bar and another #8 blasting cap and 6
inches of FLSC mounted to a second steel bar. The pyrotechnics
were installed on the opposite side of the plate from the BSM.
The pyrotechnic setup is shown in enclosure 2.
The instrumentation consisted of four 4 triaxial accelerometer
configurations located in close proximity to the 4 BSM mounting
feet. Each triaxial cluster was sensitive to the 3 orthogonal
axes, horizontal, vertical, and normal to the panel. The
accelerometers were calibrated according to Document
#ED73-SHK-FOP-008, entitled "Facility Operating Procedure for
calibration of Accelerometers used in Shock Tests," dated
August 1992. The hardware list of accelerometers, data
acquisition and analysis equipment is shown in enclosure 3.
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The calibration dates of pertinent hardware is shown in
enclosure 4. At least one measurement point in the horizontal,
vertical, and normal direction from the four accelerometer
locations was required to meet th.e shock specification test
criteria.
The test data is enclosed in appendix B. The first plot is a
time history of the real time shock recorded over a 25 mili-
second interval and the units are G peak versus time. The
second plot is a Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) analysis
computed over the frequency band from 50 to i0,000 Hertz and
its units are G's versus frequency. The SRS analysis is
completed on both positive and negative data points and both
curves are on the plot. The specification and tolerances have
been added to the plots.
A deviation was issued against the response data being higher
than the allowed +6db tolerance level for all axes. These
exceedances were in most cases not significantly higher than
the allowable tolerance and occurred in narrow bandwidths.
Nevertheless, these exceedances were impossible to eliminate.
The deviation is enclosed in appendix C.
Steve R. Brewster
Chief, Dynamics Test Branch
Enclosure
cc:
CS01/Richard Leonard
EDI3/Roy Winkle
ED23/Robin Ferebee
ED71/Gerald Waggoner - w/o encl.
ED73/Jim Herring
ED73/File Copy
EP54/Jim Niblett
EP54/Matt Bevill (3 copies)
" USBI/Don Wencil
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A12_11 AIO
4' x &' x 1/2" Fixture Plate
A3
A2_ Alibi
)
A4
A5
BSM Pyroshock Test Setup
Front View
Q Denotes accelerometer location
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Data Acquisition / Analysis System
ITE.......MM MF...._G Model
Accelerometer Endevco 2225M5A
Shock amplifier Endevco 2740B
FM Tape Recorder DataTape 3700J
Shock Analyzer GenRad 2518
# Req'd
12
12
I
I
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'_:c:3
SHOCK AMPLIFIER CALIBRATION, MODEL 2740B
S/N DUE DATE
FT80 1122/94
FT73 12/25/93
FT77 12/29193
FT74 12/25/93
FT75 12/25193
FK21 12/28/93
FT72 10/21/93
FJ05 12/29/93
GB75 12/24/93
G B72 12/29/93
GB73 12/29193
G B69 12/24193
SHOCK ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION, MODEL 2225MSA
SIN DATE
GN25 8/20/93
GN36 8/20/93
GM66 8/20/93
GM67 8/20/93
NW66 8120193
A09H 8120193
A22H 8/20/93
A26H 8/20/93
A33H 8/20/93
A42H 8/20193
A91D 8/2O/93
A93G 8/20/93
STANDARD ACCELEROMETER CALIBRATION, MODEL 2270
S/N DUE DATE
SA04 8/31/93
-"/JC "
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Appendix A
Photographs
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BSM MOTORSS/N 1000734 AND
1000738 VIBRATIONTESTDATA
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration
George C. Marshall Space Right Center
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
_m_: ED73(93-101) November i, 1993
TO- o
FROM:
SUBJECT:
EE11/Mro Smith
ED73/Mr. Brewster
SRB Booster Separation Motor (BSM) Vibration
Qualification Test - SRB-QUAL-ED93-061
The Booster Separation vibration qualification tests were
completed on two BSM motors SN 100034 and SN 100038 on
September 20, 1993. Vehicle dynamics, random liftoff and
random boost tests were performed on each motor in all three
axes. The tests were run as specified in Document BSM-TCP-
EP54-001, Title "BSM Delta Qualification Test," dated August
16, 1993.
Two control accelerometers and two axial response acceler-
ometers were used for each test. The accelerometer locations
and test axes are shown in figure i. All instrumentation used
for the test are shown in table 1.
This report contains all of the required data. Any questions
concerning this report should be directed to Mr. J. McGee at
544-1136.
Steve R. Brewster
Chief, Dynamics Test Branch
Enclosure
cc:
ED23/Mr. Ferebee
ED73/Mr. Hofmann (4 copies)
EP54/Mr. Bevill (3 copies)
ED73/File Copy
USBI/Mr. Tieman
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TEST AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
FOR
Date of Test: _'_..O-Y3
Test Article Serial Number:
Test Requirements Documents:
FOP's Attached:
\
Type of Test:
_t/ J00_73@ .t" !000 73R
BJ M -TcP-_. P_-4 -ool
etRAT/#N _U-_L_ ,:ICA'r7041
PREPARED BY:
Engineering Technician/ED73 Date
APPROVED BY:
APPROVED BY:
Steve R. Brewster/ED73
Chief, Dynamics Test Branch
' o ,
Quallty Assurance
iI-1-9_
Date
7--,,_d -,P3
Date
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".0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
PUR_CSZ
This crzcedur_ " fin _ Z_=
=e e_ .._ s_a_s necessa_? _: --a"r_ =he _rz_er
check-cuz _-- and uhe execu¢icn cf vibration and sncck -=_-=
SCCPE
This :r=c =_ .... includes ==_: levels, ; = ........ :_i-- :-_
dcc'_enza:icn necessar:, fzr "h__= _=_.---Eni..e_r.c_ = :: cznduc: ";:hr_:t:n
and shcck teszs.
A-_PLICABLZ.! DCCUM___._T.S
DST-FO:-VS-003 FACILITY O.:E_u_.TICN PRCCEDL--._ (M-'--_CH 21, 19:_)
GZNE_AL ._ZQ U__.RI_"_-'.NTS
The Test Engineer wi!!- be in charge of all preparezions anl
activities during _ne vibraticn test phase.
SAFETY S_
When safeny critical test condiuions require'personnel access, the
Test Engineer will assure that the operation procedures and
policies set forth in ET01-SOP-01, "Standard Operating Procedure
for Safety Critical Operations" will be adhered to.
The Test Engineer will be responsible for the safety of perscnne!
involved in the test activities; and will be notified immediately
of any personnel inju_f.
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.Submitted by"
Ve_--ified by:
_Z LncLne_73
Cuzliuy _arz_-.c e
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Date
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* Control System -
* Charge Amp - Endevco Model 2775A S/N
H.P. Model 5427A S/N 1848A00160
783844
784074
784070
783846
783850
* Power Amplifier - Ling Model PSE 335
* Shaker - Ling B 335 S/N 628191
* Voltmeter - Keithley 193A S/N 303426
* Counter - HP 5316A S/N 2120A01228
* Tape Recorder - Datatape 37000 S/N 533772
* Shaker - UD T4000 S/N 353906
* Power Amplifier - UD T360 S/N 731628
* Accelerometers - Endevco 2227 S/N CF31
Endevco 2227 S/N PA73
Endevco 2226 S/N HA89
Endevco 2226 S/N AB37
S/N 108
Table 1
2OO
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TEST OPERATIONS SET-UP #t_.Ai,D #.4 #,.
t_v _ p7"u'O IH4L
I.i
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
Verify proper calibration of instruments to be used.
Verify proper calibration of accelerometers to be used.
Install test article on shaker and verify test axis.
Install accelerometer(s) on test ar_-icle.
Verify continuity from accelerometer(s) to charge
amplifier output(s)
///
4 / f
r, _ I
/ / /
Torque Values:
Test Fixture: -6 K_/'._5
#
Test-_-_icle: F6. #_ F_r _c4_
shoe= sed:WD 7-- oO0
Ada_'ers-: lIsed.:./_t_A# /./- #' _6'2/".,4 N.D_/'{ -- 2,. Fc.,_ r
- . .-" . .
_ w
". . .;. "-.j" - -
: ..--:
P'.-
._, "
%._".
12
.3
',_0 73'/-
R.,__'_-C,OH _Ck'ECX--CUT
Ve_-iSy test .=r=c#_._u and rec_r_ R_v_S ahc_ !i_i'. helc-_.
o.
.°
__erf=_-m !eva!s as da-i.ned he!c'_ and "'_rifv.-, • "-i:r/_.pi=U.
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IICLE DYNAMICS CHECK-OUT _- = "-_:" "-_"" " _XIS
..I.I Verify test program.and record the abort level below, • vi
.... " . " " .. •
• : Abort Level _ ';" 17-
1.2 Perform level_ as defined below and verify with plot. • y/
" °.
1.3 Record the following:.
::. . AmplifierGain '---_-0___ ....... ,
- Charge Amp. F.S. # O_
"o
o
_(' /0 Hz. at .O7_ ,limit _J_dB
#0 - " _0 Hz at 3,7 _ ,limit _l.j dB
Hz at ,limit dB
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Sweep Rate = _ octlmin
- .-.. ": .. ..... ..._., : _ .." ..
Test level concurrence:
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Component Assessment Branch
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_.. --_.1,1 :.-Verify test program .and record the abort
. -r "- ;........ -- . . _, %- _.._,w.,.,..,,_ _,,_v._ .-"-.. , - • "'"
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-' "1.2 Perform leveIs as defined below and verify wi_h plot.
._. • . /,. , - . .... - . -,
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[L_E DYNAMICS EHEEK-OUT-"-:'- . "" _" = _'_"-_-:,:,. ""___
.I.I ..Verify test program.and record the abort level below. _"
" ' " ' ", .:--'- -'., i, _.. ' "" .,:i12,.. :, --', _ " • . , • .'r _:,: _:_"' " .
:,, '.&. , ....... Abort Level,= '." :... ,_ _ .:..._.... _,., ,r;_ -- ._.......Z._/.
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_ANDOM TEST LJ_rng_
_alpl.,qc
LoNC, _uu IN4 t
AXIS _
Record a minimum cf 30 seconds mf calibration signal on
tape recorder.
Set full scale ranges on instrumentation amplifiers and
note on data sheet.
set power amplifier gain to position noted during random
test check-out.
t Perform self check of control systzm.
5 Begin test sequence at -__ d3 from full level.
5 At -_ dB, start tape recorder.
7 Note time when full level is reached. JC-G _ io_
_ At the completion of the test, sat power amplifier gain
to off.
9 Stop tape recorder.
I0 Inspect test article for damage or degradation.
II Remove test article from shaker.
J V w
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Record a minimum of 30 sec=nds of calibration signal on
tape recorder.
Set fuli scale ranges on inst.-mmentation amplifiers and
note on data sheet.
set power amplifier gain to position noted during random
test check-out.
P_r,orm self check of control system.
Begin test sequence at - ____ d3 from full level.
5 At - _ dB, star_ tape recorder.
T Note time when full level is reached. J_6/_PfLo_
__ At the completion of the test, sat power amplifier gain
to off.
9 Stop tape recorder.
I0 Inspect test article for damage or degradation.
II Remove test article from shaker.
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_CLE DYNAMICS TEST AXIS
1.1 Record a minimum of .30 seconds of calibration signal on
tape recorder.
1._ Set full scale ranges on instrumentation amplifiers and
note on data sheet.
1.3 Set power amplifier gain to position noted during sine
test check-out.
1.4 Perform self check of control system.
1.5 Start tape recorder.
1.b Begin sine sweep.
1.7 Note time of DCS "SWEEP UP" or "SWEEP DOWN" indication
1 i gh t. _-_____Za _L___ ......
1.8 During first sweep, press the "SAVE" button on DCS.
1.9 If more than one sweep, note time of DCS "SWEEP UP" or
"SWEEP DOWN" indication light.
1.I0 At the completion of the sweep, set power amplifier
gain to off.
1.11 Stop tape recorder.
1.12 Inspect test article for damage or degradation.
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LONGITUDINAL AXIS
RANDOM, LIFT-OFF
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TEST, OPERATIONS SZT-UP A{ADy..4
L _ " _ ''r'v D i.@'4
AX_-S ,--_ .... ('/--": 7"i.'- ..
i.i
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
Verify proper calibration of instruments to be used.
Verify proper calibration of accelerometers to be used.
Install test article on shaker and verify test axis.
Install acce!erometer(s) on test article.
Verify continuity from accelerometer(s) to charge
amplifier output(s)
// /
i I t
Torque Values:
Test Fixture: d Y_ _
I
Test Article: _ _2M FC-!T /_&4_
s._,=.se_ VD 7-- t4-o O0
.. _..-
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TEST OPERATTONS S_T-UP
AXIS
RA _4 i.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
Verify proper calibration of instruments to be used.
Verify proper calibration of accelerometers to be used.
Install test article on shaker and verify test axis.
Install accelerometer(s) on test ar_icle.
Verify continuity from ac=elerometer(s) to charge
amplifier output(s)
y- / /
._e,/
Torque Values:
Test Fixture:
Test Article:
I
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._ec:_-_ the fc!!c%-__nq:
Amplifier Gain
Char-Te __-.=..--.S.
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____ Hz @
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Tas_ Level Cmn_c_-T_anc_- :
C==pcne_n_ 2_ssass=enu B_-___nc_
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EHICLE DYNAMICS CHECK-OUT
1.1
SN ! o oo 73_
Verify test program-and record the abort level below.
AbortLevel
Perform level_ as defined below and verify with plot.
Record the following: "
Amplifier Gain
Charge Amp. F,S.
AXIS
- /0
Sweep Rate =
Test level concurrence:
Hz at .07_ ,limit
Hz at 3, 7 _ ,limit
Hz at ,limit
Hz at ,limit
Hz at ,limit
oct/min
,:" o.
Component Assessment Branch
TLJ'aB
2 l.J ,_B
dB
dB
dB
Date
., :- .°
•" _age
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Rm2r_.". C_Z__CX-CUT
"v"
._ec=_-d the fc!!c%'i_nc:
Amp .... e_ Gain
Cha_--_e )._.--._--.S.
7o7o
2-OHz
7f =- - I ooo =-
E= - 2.0o0 --=
K= - == @
Ez - K: @
E= - -= @
K- - --- @
E= - Ez @
c==--=s_".e = ]0 c,z-=s
,060 "
•O.TO ,I
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ii=i_ _'
li_-" ts
! i'-izs
limits
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H: - -: @
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H: - -z @
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@eL •
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Ca=pcne_n_ 2_ssass=enu B_--_--nc_ Dale
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:-.1.1 •Verify test program.and
? ._:_ - . _ " " -'i:.'-
" . _..Abort Level,=.
record the abort
AX_._7_/_Lv _.;
level below.. .
._ -.-.. "- o
..' 1.2
L"
o.
-1.3
-%
.-.:=--. .....
..
. .
o
Perform levels as defined belox and verify with plot.
. :°-
Record the follow.ingi
Amplifier Gain
Charge Amp. F.S.
H _
:" ..L.. --
....
......... -. _ ....... .._...L:.....--...-'- --.-............. . - - :-. "" -
• ".'..
/O Hz at * 7 ,limit
_-_ Hz at _, _ ,limit
Hz at ,limit
f
_-+-/.,_ da
dB
dB
.o
°.
o
Sweep Rate =
3
. °
° .•'.. . •'•:° -. .-
Test level concurrence:
:. :. .
"._-- ._ . ".
o
°
- .
o.
Hz at ,limit dB
Hz at ,limit dB
octlmin
. _ .....:L•.. :
Component Assessment Branch Date
• °.
o
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. . ° .
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_Ez
_Ez @
E: @
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Da_e
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Char--e )__---..--.S. /00
_to =- - ioo _.=_ .1.y--
Ez - ;-00._ --z _ .0 17
F_: - Ez
Ez - E:
Ez - --- @
"--'z- Ez @
C=--_--cs!'.m = _ G_--ms
Tes _. Time = _. L2u___ sac.
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l -miZs ''
1 _mi-s
l_mi-_s
__lzits
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• • .Verify test program.and record the abort level
•- : " "•_ '' Abort Level _ " • .
Perform levels as defined below and verify with plot.
•_ o
-_
A xIS L#_v_u.
Record the following:
below., f"
. -- --. ,-,. . L
n
+-/._ ds
• t dB
Amplifier Gain , . _@ _'d . ;
- -,__-Charge Amp. F.S.
.............. - ...... - ..... _" "_"-" "" _ ":7 ......... • " - :" " "
' : - °':
_'- - w/_ Hz at ' "7 ,limit
/0" - " ' _0 Hz at _,_ •limit
Hz at ,limit
Hz at ,limit
dB
dB
Hz at ,limit
Sweep Rate = " _ oct/min
. . ::. -_-. ......
.'. .2 ¸ . : " .
." _ - -;- .. - . . :' ; : . _.
Test level concurrence: "-
. .
dB
Component Assessment Branch Date "
• . ".. -. • ..'.
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..3
Lo4
t.5
1.(;
.D-7
_.8
1.9
1,10
1.11
_ANDOH TEST L_Fr ripe _ _._N=,r'OOitCA&
--_ - II
Record a minimum cf 30 seconds of calibration signal on
tape recorder.
Set full scale r_nges on inst__umentation amplifiers and
note on data sheet.
_v" _ v'
_vV
Set power amplifier gain to position noted during random
test check-out. vv'f
,a ',_P_r.orm self check of control _;st__m.
Begin test sequence at - ___ dB from full level.
At -__ riB, start tape recorder.
Note time when full level is raached.___-o6
/ //
v ,'/
,,t,,',"
At the completion of the test, sat power amplifier gain
to off. / V/
Stop tape recorder.
Inspect test article for damage or degradation.
Remove test article from shaker.
! //
/r/
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1.2
.3
.4
.S
,6
L.9
L. 10
]..11
_¢Dox T_S_ _4 81.4 C
Axxs T_JSeMr/._
z.,JAI_ 4TUP/._4_
Record a minimum cf 30 seconds of calibration signal on
tape recorder.
Set fu!i scale ranges on instrumentation amplifiers and
note on data sheet.
Set power amplifier gain to position noted during random
test check-out.
Perform self check of control system.
Begin test sequence at - ___ _3 from full level.
At -____dB, star_ tape recorder.
Note time when full level is reached. Jee_/6_
At the completion of the test, sat power amplifier gain
to off.
Stop tape recorder.
Inspect test article for damage or degradation.
Remove test article from shaker.
vv/
V d d
J _ Jl
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1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.b
1.7
l.lO
I
I.II
1.12
_×IS
Record a minimum of-30 seconds of caliOration signal on
tape recorder.
Set full scale ranges on instrumentation amplifiers and
note on data sheet.
Set power amplifier gain to position noted during sine
test check-out.
Perform self check of control system.
Start tape recorder.
Begin sine sweep.
Note time of DCS "SWEEP UP" or "SWEEP DOWN" indication
I igh t. - ___ __T___- _.
During first sweep, press the "SAVE" button on DCS.
If more than one sweep, note time of DCS "SWEEP UP" or
o
"SWEEP DOWN" indication light. --'---
At the completion of the sweep, set power amplifier
gainto off.
Stop tape recorder.
Inspect test article for damage or degradation.
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BSM MOTORS/N 1000734
OBSERVATIONAND DEVIATION
SUMMARY
BS_Vl Observation and Deviation Summary
1993 Delta Oualification Tests at MSFC
Motor SN: 1000734
#1. Reference step 6.2.1.8in BSM-TCP-EP54-001. No damage was
noted. Motor and container in good shape.
#2. Reference step 6.2.6.4in BSM-TCP-EP54-O01. No propellant
grain cracks or other defects noted. A small amount of RTV
residue was observed on the igniter case and main propellant
grain.
#3. Reference step 6.4.5 in BSM-TCP-EP54-001. No damage was
observed due to the pyro shock test.
#4. Due to the loose fastener problem on SN 1000738, the forward
bracket fasteners and the aero-heat shield fasteners were
lockwired on SN 1000738. Torque stripeswere also drawn on
the bolt head so that any rotation during testing could be
#5. Reference Test Procedure Deviation item I for BSM-TCP-EP54-
003. Conditioning chamber temperature for this motor is 25° F,
+0 ° F, -5°F. During the radial axis testing,the chamber
temperature exceeded the 25° F upper limit. The maximum
temperature reached 28.2° F. The totaltime the chamber was
out of tolerance was approximately ten minutes. ARer the
radial axis testing was complete, the chamber temperature
resumed to within tolerances. USBI, CSD, and MSFC agreed
that the motor could not respond to the small change in
temperature in that short amount of time. Testing was
resumed.
#6. Reference step 6.8.1 in BSM-TCP-EP54-003. No damage was
observed to the BSM due to vibration testing. This inspection
was performed before bracket removal. It was noticed during
thisinspection that three of the forward bracket fasteners had
de-torqued slightly (recallthese were lockwired). The aero-
heat shield fasteners remained torqued.
#7. Reference step 7.3.4 in BSM-TCP-EP54-003. No cracks or other
internal defects noted on the propellant grain.
#8. Reference step 7.5.5 in BSM-TCP-EP54-003. Light burnishing
marks were observed on the forward face of the BSM.
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CAUTION: When using the ESD scanner and the electrostatic
reading on the motor case surface exceeds 1.0
kilovolt, stop all activities on the case, initiate
personnel fall back (a minimum of 4 feet) and
notify safety.
After initial reading over 1.0 kilovolt, repeat electrostatic
reading at intervals not to exceed 5 minutes until the
the voltage has dissipated below 1.0 kilovolt. When
the reading is below 1.0 kilovolt, removal operations may
continue.
i
If after 30 minutes the measured electrostatic charge
is in excess of 1.0 kilovolt, Verify facility ground. If
connection to facility ground is open, reconnect through
larger resistor (100 Kohm min.) to allow a slow
discharge of the motor case.
If the electrostatic reading on the case surface exceeds
4.0 kilovolts, STOP all activities on the case, notify
safety, and evacuate all personnel to safe locations
as directed by safety.
CAUTION:
6.2.1.8
The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Slowly, monitorin; static clda_,_lR the motor out of the
container using the overhead crane. Lower the test item
so that the forward end of the motor is at waist height. _--
_-Adetailed visual inspection shall be performed by the MSFC
testengineer and the CSD testengineer on the livetestitems
before testing. Record the motor's serialnumber.
Damage (detailin attachment)
/0007.7 
t
!
/
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
6.2.1.9 Attach the "break-over" brackets and liRing strap on
the forward end of the motor (see Figure 2,Appendix C).
CAUTION: Do Not disconnect the ground wire while breaking the
motor to the horizontal position.
402
6.2.5.2
Record SN of torque wrench:
",:.'"E,,nj"c'io t_,¢,0
Release the tension from the lifting straps but do not disconnect
the straps. These straps may be used to tape off accelerometer
wires if necessary.
Place the pyrotechnic debris shield in front of the large bay doors
on the north side of the pyro room.
6.2.6.2
Perform Grain Inspection
Clear area of allnonessential personnel for grain inspection.
(Only the grain inspectors (2)and the MSFC TE shall remain.)
Verify grain inspector(s) is(are):
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls,shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing a wrist strap.
c. Wearing tethers and/or tape to keep eye glasses,rings,and
watches from fallinginto the motor.
/-
6.2.6.3 The grain inspector shall now remove the security bag and cover [_/
from the exit cone.
Cracked propellant? yes
} 0__tt __ _t_ePcomments ongrain condition: " ""
CAUTION: When using trichloroethane,personnel shah wear
chemical goggles and Neoprene-Latex gloves.
Contaminated materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
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6.3.7 On the count of"3",the pyro technician shall put the switch [
in the "ARMED" position and verify that the power indicator
is illuminated.
/
6.3.8 On the FIRE command, the pyro technician will open the red [_]r
cover and flip the firing switch.
6.3.9 After firing,turn she firingpanel key to the "UNARMED" [-_
position.
WARNING: If blasting cap does not fire, refer to Section 10.4
in ED73-SHK-FOP-004 (see ?pendix A).
Blasting Cap Fired: yes V no
6.3.10 Remove the arming key and disconnect the voltage supply.
6.3.11 Test personnel may now return to the control room. [_"
6.3.12 Wait a minimum of 5 minutes after firing before opening [_/
the door to room 170.
The lead pyro engineer shall now begin to reduce the data.6.3.13 [_""
6.4 Post Test Inspection
6.4.1 Inform the MSFC TF that the door to room 170 from the control [*'f"
room isto be opened.
6.4.2 The pyro technician shall enter room 170 and move the junction [_"
box switch to the "BULB" position.
Remove blasting cap leads from junction box.6.4.3
6.4.4 Inspect the shock plate to insure allexplosive devices fired
properly.
WARNING: If all explosive items did not fire, refer to
_ Section 10.5 in ED73-SHK-FOP-004 (see Appendix A).
The BSM shall be visually inspected for damage resulting from
the pyro shock test. Any anomalies will be recorded. All other
personnel shall remain in the control room or in the clear area
until the "ALL CLEAR" is given by the MSFC TE. _C _,'_J_
6.4.6 MSFC TE indicates allclear for appropriate personnel. [_/
6.5 Post Test Removal from the Pyro Plate
404
J
/ ooo73 q-
6.7_3 Vehicle Dynamics
6.7.3.1 The following levels and conditions apply for the vehicle dynamics
test. Vibrate the motor only as follows.
Frequenc_ (Hz) Level
5 to 10 0.7 gpeak
10 to40 4.3 g peak
Sweep Rate: 3 octaves per minute
Post Test Inspection
The BSM testitem shallbe visuallyinspected by the MSFC QA,
MSFC TE, and the CSD TE forexterior damage resulting from
vibration testing. _.-t_,_c_ _.'_ si,_/_4-t_
7.0
6.8.2 Remove allinstrumentation.
6.9 Data Requirements
Power Spectral Density (PSI)) plots for all control and response
accelerometers for lif_offand boost tests shall be recorded. The
test tolerances shall be overplotted on the control accelerometers
plots. Acceleration versus frequency plots shall be recorded for all
accelerometers used :luringvehicle dynamics tests.
Post Test Disassemblv/Prevare for Shiument
7.1 Conditioning Chamber Removal
7.1.1 Disconnect any hoses and instrumentation that hinders
the removal of the chamber.
7.1,2 Using the overhead crane, slowly liftthe conditioning chamber
offofthe vibration table and place on the floor.
7.1,3 Move chamber out of the way.
7.1.4 Move the conditioning unit out ofthe way ifnecessary.
7.1.5 Verify motor ground connection on the motor and at the facility
ground contact point.
7.1.6 Remove vibration table insulation.
d
td/
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7.2
7.2.3
7.2.3
7.2.5
7.3
7.3.1
7.3.2
7.3.3
Aero Heat Shield Removal
WARNING: Removing the Aero Heat Shield exposes the motor's
propellant grain. Personnel should use caution during
any operations with and exposed grain. Tools,
watches, eye glasses, etc., should be tethered (if
necessary) to prevent dropping anything into the
motor.
Make sure the motor ground is secured.
Make sure verified wrist straps are being worn by the personnel
removing the aero heat shield.
Remove the fasteners from the Aero Heat Shield.
Place the fasteners in a marked bag.
SLOWLY remove the Aero Heat Shield.
Remove the heat shield seal. Do not drop the seal into the motor.
t.J
Post Test Inspection of Motor Propellant Grain
Make sure motor ground wire is secured.
Clear area of all non-essential personnel. Only the grain inspectors
(2) and the MSFC TE shall remain.
Verify grain inspector(s) is(are):
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls, shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing a wrist strap.
c. Wearing tethers and/or tape to keep eye glasses, rings, and
watches from falling into the motor.
Perform grain inspection.
propellant yesCracked
If yes, give approximate location and size of crack:
\ J
406
7.3.5
7.4
7.4.1
7.4.2
/Ooo-t3
_Other comments on grain condition: '
,4/-, ,
..... ,,d - - I/"
MSFC QA __j
A draw-wire, fabric,security bag shall be installedover the [_
nozzle exitcone. The bag shall be closed around the exitcone
and secured by inserting the bag wire ends th_"c_,_,gh _ __to_n_'__.d
sec,,rlty!ead-ee_1(i.e.cover the exitcone the same @ay that it
was received).
Adapter Plate Removal
Remove the adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
Attach liRing straps as shown in Fig. lb (Appendix B).
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
7.4.3
7.4.4
7.4.5
7.4.6
CAUTION:
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
LiR the motor offof the vibration table and move to an area [
near the wood supports.
Lower the motor so that itrests on the wood supports. [_"
Rotate the motor 180 ° so that the adapter plates faceup. [_"
/
Remove the bracket to adapter plate fasteners. Place fasteners [_I/
in a marked bag.
The following step involves working with a suspended
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Aft Skirt Bracket Removal
Remove the aft end motor to bracket fasteners (12 places).
Place fasteners in a marked bag.
407
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8.0
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
LiR the motor to waist height using the overhead crane. [_
Rotate the motor 180 ° so that the bracket to adapter plate [,_
fastener holes face the floor.
Lower the motor So that it rests on the wood supports. [_"7.5.4
Remove forward end motor to bracket fasteners (8 places).
Place fasteners in a marked bag. /,,llh_" ]_¢7_i$_i_ o_
Return Motor to the Vertical Positig_ --'_-'---!_q[
8.1 Attach 2 D-rings, 180 degrees apart, and one lifting strap [_
to the aft end holes of the motor.
8_
8.3
Attach the '_oreak-over" brackets (and lifting strap) to the
appropriate bolt holes on the forward face of the motor case.
Attach the aft lilting strap to the overhead crane hook.
CAUTION: The following steps involve working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
8.4
8.5
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
One person (as chosen by the MSFC TE) shall hold the lifting
strap on the forward end to keep the motor from swinging when
liftedfrom the aft end. Slowly liR the aftend of the motor to bring
it to a vertical position.
Raise the motor so that the aft end is at waist height.
8.6
CAUTION: The following steps involve working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
Disconnect the "break-over" brackets. Place brackets in a [_)/
marked bag.
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BSM MOTOR S/N 1000738
OBSERVATIONAND DEVIATION
SUMMARY
BSM Observation and Deviation Snmmarv
1993 Delta 0ualification Tests at MSFC
N_oror SN: 1000738
#1. Reference step 6.2.1.8 in BSM-TCP-EP54-001. It was noticed
after opening the shipping container that the motor to
shipping container ground strap was broken. The motor did
not appear to have rotated much during shipment. The broken
ground strap was placed in the "mass simulator" shipping
container and shipped back to CSD.
#2. Reference step 6.2.1.8in BSM-TCP-EP54-001. A small
dent/scratch was observed on the motor case. This
dent/scratch was located at approximately 30° from the
forward indicator pin, 3 1/4" from forward end.
#3. Reference step 6.2.6.4in BSM-TCP-EP54-001. No cracks or
other defects were noted on the propellant grain. A small
amount lint and liner particles were observed on the grain. A
red stain was also noticed on the grain surface.
#4. Reference step 6.2.7.7 in BSM-TCP-EP54-001. The aero-heat
shield fasteners were very difficult to torque due to the primer
in the holes on the exit cone. The primer was removed with
1,1,1 trichloroethane and que-tips.
#5. Reference step 6.4.5in BSM-TCP-EP54-00 I. No damage was
observed to the BSM due to the pyro shock test.
#6. Reference step 6.8.1in BSM-TCP-EP54-003. No damage was
observed to the BSM due to vibration testing. This inspection
was performed before any bracket disassembly.
#7. Reference step 7.3.4 in BSM-TCP-EP54-003. Post-test grain
inspection revealed no differences from the pre-test inspection.
#8. Reference step 7.5.1in BSM-TCP-EP54-003. Light burnishing
marks were observed on the motor case after removal of the aft;
attach bracket.
#9. Reference Test Procedure Deviation item 3 for BSM-TCP-EP54-
003. The forward bracket attach fasteners were torqued per
step 6.2.2.4in BSM-TCP-EP54-O01 (150 in-lbs).These fasteners
were not lockwired on this motor. After finishing the radial
axis tests,the lead vibration engineer noticed two fasteners
laying in the forward bracket. Further inspection showed that
in addition to the two fasteners out, four were loose.
4O9
iooo73 '
#I0.
#11.
Photographs were taken. USBI, CSD, and MSFC agreed to re-
torque the fasteners and proceed with the testing. The torques
were verifiedwith a differenttorque wrench after re-torquing
with the same wrench used at assembly. The test team also
decided to re-check these torques after each axis.
A deviation was also written for the testsequence of the radial
axis tests (seeTest Procedure Deviation items I and 2 for BSM-
TCP-EP54-003). The boost vibration time duration should be 120
seconds as statedin BSM-TCP-EP54-003 step 6.2.3.1.However,
a USBI representative noticed that the boost vibration test was
only conducted for 60 seconds. He alsonoticed that the liR-off
vibration testwas one second short (testtolerance on test
duration is +10%, -0%). This deviation was discovered after the
motor had already been unfastened from the table. So, the
motor was re-connected to the table and brought back to
temperature. Conditioning chamber temperature was
resumed 24.5 minutes aRer chamber removal so no re-
conditioning time was necessary. The final60 seconds of the
boost testand the one second on liR-offwere then completed.
The response data indicated that the forward fasteners
probably came loose at about 30 seconds intothe boost sequence.
This means that the forward fasteners were probably already
loose before the chamber was re-connected to finishthe last 60
seconds.
Reference step 7.5.5 in BSM-TCP-EP54-003. Chatter marks
were evident on the forward face of the motor case. These
marks were caused by the forward fasteners coming loose
during the radial axis test allowing the bracket and the motor
to rub. Burnishing marks were also evident on the forward
face of the motor.
Reference step 6.8 in BSM-TCP-EP54-003. After allof the
vibration testing was complete, the post-testinspection revealed
four aero-heat shield fasteners were missing. Several other
fasteners were loose. The aero-heat shield was stillsecured to
the exit cone, however, and did not appear to move during
testing.
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W 6.2.1.8
CAUTION: When using the ESD scanner and the electrostatic'
reading on the motor case surface exceeds 1.0
kilovolt, stop all activities on the case, initiate
personnel fall back (a minimum of 4 feet) and
notify safety.
After initial reading over 1.0 kilovolt, repeat electrostatic
reading at intervals not to exceed 5 minutes until the
the voltage has dissipated below 1.0 kilovolt. When
the reading is below 1.0 kilovolt, removal operations may
continue.
If after 30 minutes the measured electrostatic charge
is in excess g 1.0 .ki.'lovolt, Ver_y facility ground. If
connection facility ground is open, reconnect through
larger resistor (100 Kohm min.) to allow a slow
discharge of the motor case.
If the electrostatic reading on the case surface exceeds
4.0 kilovolts, STOP all activities on the case, notify
safety, and evacuate all personnel to safe locations
as directed by safety.
CAUTION:
Slowly, monitoring static charge, lif_ the motor out of the
container using the overhead crane. Lower the test item
so that the forward end of the motor is at waist height.
/_ detailed visual inspection shall be performed by the MSFC
test engineer and the CSD test engineer on the live test items
before testing. Record the motor's serial number.
The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
6.2.1.9 Attach the "break-over" brackets and lifting strap on [_'/
the forward end of the motor (see Figure 2, Appendix C).
CAUTION: Do Not disconnect the ground wire while breaking the
motor to the horizontal position.
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6.2.5.2
6.2.5.3
6.2.6.2
Record SN of torque wrench:
Release the tension from the liftingstraps but do not disconnect
the straps. These straps may be used to tape offaccelerometer
wires ifnecessary.
Place the pyrotechnic debris shield in front ofthe large bay doors
on the north side of the pyro room.
perform Grain Inspection
Clear area of all nonessential personnel for grain inspection.
(Only the grain inspectors (2)and the MSFC "rE shall remain.)
Verify grain inspector(s) is(are):
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls,shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing a wrist strap.
c. Wearing tethers and/or tape to keep eye glasses,rings,and
watches from fallinginto the motor.
The grain inspector shall now remove the security bag and cover
from the exit cone.
i,
Perform grain inspection.
Cracked propellant? yes
Ifyes, give approximate location and size of crack.
O ," I
Grain inspector .. _._._ - -
InstallAero He_t Shidd
CAUTION: When using triehloroethane,personnel shall wear
chemical goggles and Neoprene-Latex gloves.
Contaminated materials shall be disposed of as
hazardous waste.
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6.3.7
6.3.8
63.9
6.3.10
6.3.11
6.3.12
63.13
6`4
6A.1
6.4_
4.5
i
6.4.6
6,5
On the count of "3",the pyro technician shall put the switch
in the "ARMED" position and verify that the power indicator
is illuminated.
On the FIRE command, the pyro technician willopen the red
cover and flipthe firingswitch.
M
After firing, turn the firing panel key to the "UNARMED"
position.
[7
WARNING: If blasting cap does not fire, refer to Section 10.4
in ED73-SHK-FOP-004 (see Appendix A).
Blasting Cap Fired: yes ___ no ._..__
Remove the arming key and disconnect the voltage supply. [,]
Test personnel may now return to the control room.
Wait a minimum of 5 minutes after firing before opening
the door to room 170.
The lead pyro engineer shall now begin to reduce the data. El"
Post Test Inspection
Inform the MSFC TE that the door to room 170 from the control
room is to be opened.
The pyro technician shall enter room 170 and move the junction
box switch to the "BULB" position.
Remove blasting cap leads from junction box.
Inspect the shock plate to insure allexplosive devices fired
properly.
WARNING: If all explosive items did not fire, refer to
Section 10.5 in ED73-SHK-FOP-004 (see Appendix A).
The BSM shall be visually inspected for damage resulting fro [_/ _
the pyro shock test. Any anomalies will be recorded. All other
personnel shall remain in the control room or in the clear area
until the "ALL CLEAR" isgiven by the MSFC TE. _/n
MSFC TE indicates all clear for appropriate l>ersonnel. [Z
Post Test Removal from the Pyro Plate
_=_
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_8
6.8.2
_9
7.0 Post
7.1
7.1.1
7.1.2
7.1_
7.1.4
7.L5
7.1.6
Vehicle Dynamics
The following levels and conditions apply for the vehicle dynamics
test. Vibrate the motor only as follows.
Frequency (Hz) Level
5 to 10 0.7 g peak
10 to 40 4.3 g peak
Sweep Rate: 3 octaves per minute
Post Test Inspection
The BSM testitem shallbe visually inspected by the MSFC QA,
MSFC TE, and the CSD TE for exterior .damage resulting from
vibration testing. N/O _. _F_
Remove all instrumentation.
Data Requirements
Power Spectral Density (PSD) plots for allcontrol and response
accelerometers forliftoff and boost tests shall be recorded. The
test tolerances shallbe overplotted on the control accelerometers
plots. Acceleration versus frequency plots shall be recorded for all
accelerometers used during vehicle dynamics tests.
Test Disassemblv/Preuare for Shiument
Conditioning Chamber Removal
Disconnect any hoses and instrumentation that hinders
the removal of the chamber.
Using the overhead crane, slowly liftthe conditioning chamber
offof the vibration table and place on the floor.
Move chamber out of the way.
Move the conditioning unit out of the way if necessary.
Verify motor ground connection on the motor and at the facility
ground contact point.
Remove vibration table insulation.
420
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7.2 Aero Heat Shield Removal
7.2.3
72
7.3.1
7.3.2
7.3.3
WARNING: Removing the Aero Heat Shield exposes the motor's
propellant grain. Personnel should use caution during
any operations with and exposed grain. Tools,
watches, eye glasses, etc_ should be tethered (if
necessary) to prevent dropping anything into the
motor.
Make sure the motor ground is secured.
Make sure verified wrist straps are being worn by the personnel
removing the aero heat shield.
Remove the fasteners from the Aero Heat Shield.
Place the fasteners in a marked bag.
SLOWLY remove the Aero Heat Shield.
Remove the heat shield seal. Do not drop the sealinto the motor.
Post Test Inspection of Motor Propellant Grain
Make sure motor ground wire is secured.
Clear area of all non-essential personnel. Only the grain inspectors
(2) and the MSFC TE shall remain.
Verify grain inspector(s) is(are):
a. Wearing 100% cotton coveralls,shorts, and undershirts.
b. Wearing a wrist strap.
c. Wearing tethers and/or tape to keep eye glasses,rings, and
watches from fallinginto the motor.
Perform grain inspection.
Cracked propellant yes
Ifyes, give approximate location and size of crack:
J
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/'Other comments on grain condition:
7.3.5 A draw-wire, fabHc_ security bag shall be installed over the
nozzle exit cone. The bag shall be closed around the exit cone
and secured by inserting the bag wire ends through _/_ o-J_ ):
seetu4W-huad:.s_- (i.e. cover the exit cone the same way that it
was received).
7.4
7.4.1
7.4.2
Adapter Plate Removal
Remove the adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
Attach lifting straps as shown in Fig. lb (Appendix B).
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
7.4_3
7A.4
7.4_5
7.4.6
The following step involves working with a suspendedCAUTION:
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
/
Lift the motor offof the vibration table and move to an area [vf"
near the wood supports.
/
Lower the motor so that it rests on the wood supports. [-/f
Rotate the motor 180 ° so that the adapter plates face up. [_
Remove the bracket to adapter plate fasteners. Place fasteners [t_
in a marked bag.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground while
lifting the motor.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep hands and feet out from under the load.
7.5 Aft Skirt Bracket Removal __/
7_.1 Remove the aft end motor to bracket fasteners (12 places). [/ )
f Place fasteners in a marked bag. -_ _ /
k.._ /,/-I
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-ZHICLE DYNAMII'S CHECK-0UT
1.1 Verify test progr'am.and record the abort level below.
Abort Level - I______
Perform levels as defined below and verify with plot.
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Test level concurrence:
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Component Assessment Branch Date
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L.4
L.5
1.6
4 "T
1.9
1.10
1.11
__ T_S'_ LIFt. t_PF .. &_,.,-',t'¢#_#Ar.
Record a minimum cf 30 seconds of calibration signal on
tape recorder.
Set full scale ranges on inst_-umentation amplifiers and
note on data sheet.
• V _, _,
/Jr'
Set power amplifier gain to position noted during random
test check-out. //i
Perform self check of control _;stem.
Begin test sequence at - ___ dB from full level.
At -___dB, start tape recorder.
Note time when full level is r_ached.__ 6
,/ I/
,1 tl
vll
ill
At the completion of the test, sat power amplifier gain
to off. I Jl
Stop tape recorder.
Inspect test article for damage or degradation.
Remove test article from shaker.
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1.2
.3
.4
.5
o6
7
L.9
L.IO
_H TEST _o17
z..,eAiq sTvps.v._
Record a minimum cf 30 seconds of calibration signal on
tape recorder.
Set full scale ranges on instl-umentation amplifiers and
note on data sheet.
Set power amplifier gain to position noted during random
test check-out.
Perform self check of ccntro! syst__m.
Begin test sequence at - ___ _3 from full level.
At -_____dB, s_ar_ tape recorder.
Note time when full level is reached. J*e_I_v_
At the completion of the test, sat power amplifier gain
to off.
Stop tape recorder.
Inspect test article for damage or degradation.
Remove test article from shaker.
.V J d
_/ _ Js
J,t /
,,/g ¢
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7sg
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
i. I0
I.II
1.12
Record a minimum of-30 seconds of calibration signal on
tape recorder.
Set full scale ranges on instrumentation amplifiers and
note on data sheet.
Set power amplifier gain to position noted during sine
test check-out.
Perform self check of control system.
Start tape recorder.
Begin sine sweep.
Note time of DCS "SWEEP UP" or "SWEEP DOWN" indication
iigh t. _2"_%_D__i_m;
During first sweep, press the "SAVE" button on DCS.
If more than one sweep, note time of DCS "SWEEP UP" cr
"SWEEP DOWN" indication light. --'---
At the completion of the sweep, set power amplifier
gain to off.
Stop tape recorder.
Inspect test article for damage or degradation.
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RADIAL AXIS
RANDOM, LIFT-OFF
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RADIAL AXIS
RANDOM, BOOST
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CAUTION: When using thread compound, personnel shall wear
neoprene-Latex gloves. Contaminated materials
shall be disposed of as hazardous waste. /
6.2.7.5 COAT fourteen (14) screws (NASII01E08HI0) with MIL-T-83483 [
thread compound.
CAUTION:
6.2.7.6
When installing the Aero Heat Shield, personnel shall
be extremely careful not to drop any foreign object into
the rocket motor (watches, rings, and other jewelry shall
be removed; eye glasses shall be tethered if worn).
With the nozzle cant vertically up, a properly grounded operator
will INSTALL the aeroheat shield cover with the hinge on the left
or right side when aft looking forward as specified by USBI/CSD.
Proper alignment in either position is provided by a positioning
pin and mating hole.
6.2.7.7
(NOTE: DO NOT lockwire the screws.)
INSTALL the 14 screws and TORQUE the fasteners using a
standard cross pattern. Record the torque values.
First Pass: Finger Tight MSFC QA
Second Pass: 10-15 in-lbs Value: /_;-/.I" MSFC QA
Third Pass: 20-25 in-lbs Value: 2# .zy" MSFC QA
Fourth Pass: 20-25 in-lbs Value: z_o- ZY- MSFC QA P_z?
Record SN of torque wrench:
• 6_.8 Make Sure the Pyro Facility Bay Doors are Open
6_.9 Clear Area for Test
,..,J q,, e-4,_'.
The only personnel allowed in the control room are the pyro
shock test conductor, a pyro technician, the MSFC TE, and
the MSFC SE (total of four (4) people). All other personnel should
move to a clear area. The clear areas are defined as the NORTH
hallway of building 4619 and the area outside the pyro control room
on the WEST side. Other areas must be cleared with the MSFC TE
and the MSFC SE.
